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Get united with
the States.

From Israel, just dial:

177-100-2727
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Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu gestures during his speech to ajoint session of Congress yesterday, as Vke President A1 Gore
(left) and House Speaker Newt Gingrich look on. (Wacov sa'ar/cpoj

Coalition MKs threaten to vote

against proposed budget cuts
MKS from Likud, Gesher, and Tsomet were
almost unanimous in attacking the composi-
tion of the government's planned budget
cuts yesterday, with a few of them threaten-

ing to vote against die badger.
“With the plan as it is. I will recommend

that the Gesher faction vote against it,” said

Maxim bevy. -' ^ --T - •- . •

“I don’t know of any government that

takes only a week to. prepare a plan,? he
charged. “It’s inconceivable that ministers

who have never before occupied any public

post, and do not yet know their ministries,

could deal with this plan seriously. You’re
letting the (Treasury} clerks run die coun-

try*”
’

MWe all have the feeling ibat this plan hits

too much at the weaker segments of soci-

ety." said Ze’ev Boim (Likud).

Faction chairman -Michael Bitan unsuc-
cessfully attempted to persuade his MKs to

stop acting like the opposition, al one point

completely losing his temper;

“We aren’t taking anything from families

earning NIS 2,500!" he shouted, after Haim
Dayan (Tsomet) began protesting that such

families could not afford cuts in their bene-

fits. “This program does not include any

injury to families earning NIS 2.500. Why
do we need to spread this slander about our-

selves?”
Instead of attacking this government, he

said, the faction should be attacking the pre-
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vious government, whose policies made the

cuts necessary.

“Where are the Likud MKs saying we’ve
gotten to this situation because of the previ-

ous government?” he demanded. “Where are

the LikudMKs saying that the number of
families under the poverty line hit a record
under the previous governmeat?"
“The point is what the people are expect-

ing of us, not what we say about the previ-

ous government,” retorted social caucus
chairman Shaul Amor (Likud). “The previ-

ous government increased the societal gap,

and we have to reduce it But this program
will increase the gap even further, in viola-

tion of our promises.”

Eliezer Zandberg (Tsomet) added that the

.government has done a poor job of explain-

ing the program. No one, including Likud
MKs, appears to know what the plan really'

contains, he said.

Only a few MKs, such as Eitan, Silvan

Shalom (Likud), and Moshe Peled (Tsomet),

expressed any support -for the government.
Peied was one of die strongest

“I want to offer my support to Finance
Minister (Dan Meridor] for this .bold step of
budget-cutting," he said. “We must not be
swept away by the populists. They are trying

to incite against the government. These are

necessary measures, and I call on all my col-

leagues to support the government”
At the end of the meeting, Meridor tried to

defend tire program to the faction, but many
of the MKs did not wail to hear him.

“No MK has an obligation to say amen to

every government proposal," Meridor said.

“Not all wisdom lies in the government ...

:35ut Tie aren't the opposition.-We ’re the

coalition.

“There’s nothing easieT for the opposition

than to point to all these critical needs
[defense, education, welfare, and health} and
oppose cutting from any one of them. But
we don’t have enough money for all of
these."

The government’s job, he added, is to

make choices.

At the end, Eitan tried to pass a summary
statement - which he said most of the fac-

tion had signed - stating that the faction

“will back the government's decisions in the

Knesset, while holding discussions with the

finance minister regarding the details of the

plan and its implementation."
“We all disagree with the plan, but we’re

going to back it?” Amor responded in disbe-

lief.

“We’re the coalition, and the bottom line is

that we back the government,” Eitan
answered.
“I’m pan of the coalition, and I support the

government, but this [plan] I’m not backing
- and I don’t want to back it," retorted Levy.

Four moshav and kibbutz Afamily

residents held in torture outing
H1LLEL KUTTLER

of Palestinian youths
WASHINGTON

FOUR Tanachim-area kibbutz-,

and moshav residents have .

been arrested for allegedly

tying up and torturing two
Palestinian youths they claim

stole tomatoes from their

Helds, police said yesterday.

The suspects in the incident,

which took place Monday, are

a 22-year-otd resident of

Kibbutz Givat Oz, and a man,

40, and two 17-year-oids from

Moshav Mei-Ami. They
allegedly burned cigarettes on

the youths, 10- and 13-year-

old brothers from Znbuba vil-

lage, north of Jenin. They
_

then

tore off their clothes with-

a

knife,and sent them away
naked from asforage but in the

fields of.. Moshav MeJe’a,

where they were held for about

90 minutes. .

“When" I took the boy back

to the storage hut where he

said - he had been beaten, we
found blood stains on the

ground, the wooden poles

where he said they weje.tred,

and the metal poles with which

they were beaten.” said Sup*.

Amal KJialiL initially m
charge of tbe investigation.

Khalil said it was the second

time- in recent months Jewish
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residents in the area south of
Afula had beaten Palestinians

they said had entered their

fields, or in revenge for thefts

from their farms.
The 13-year-old was reported

to be in serious condition at a
Jenin hospital, -although police

bad yet to confirm this. The
Israel Police asked the

Palestinian Police to question

the boy.
Tbe 10-year-old, who went

with his father to the District

Coordinating Office in Jenin

to report the incident on

Tuesday, had cigarette bum
marks on bis neck, and was

unable to walk because of

injuries to one of his legs,

Khalil said. y
‘

The DCO refeiTed the father

and son to the Dotan Police

station, where Khalil is in

charge of investigations.

Khalil took the father and son*

back to the scene of the beat-

ing, where tbe first, suspect,

from Kibbutz Givat Oz, was
spotted by the boy and arrest-

ed.

Khafii said the kibbutznik

admitted to beating the older

boy.' and identified several

other persons involved. Later

Tuesday, the three other sus-

pects from Mei-Ami were
arrested.

All the suspects were -

released after questioning. The
spokeswoman for the Northern
District, to which the case was
transferred, said the decision

to release them was made by
the Afula police chief, and did

not indicate that police did not

take the allegations seriously.

The 1 0-year-old said he and
his brother were heading
.toward the moshav looking for

work, when two teenagers -

apparently tbe 17-year-o!ds

detained - pulled up alongside

them in a jeep, forced them
into the vehicle, aud hand-
cuffed their arms behind their

backs with plastic handcuffs.

The child also said seven

people were in the storage huL
Khalil said he believed that

while only several of them

were involved in the beating,

others looked on and did noth-

ing.

The Northern District

spokeswoman said no addi-

tional arrests were expected,

however, '"and investigators

from Afula determined that no
one else was involved.
The spokeswoman, said the

suspects admitted to beating
the brothers, and they has done
so when they caught The broth-

ers, trying to steal tomatoes.
Two ' months ago, two

moshav members were con-
victed of tying up and beating

a Palestinian they alleged tried

to steal- from their fields.

KhaJil said.

WHILE her husband was playing to

die crowd here, Sara Netanyahu was
playing at (he zoo.

On Tuesday, she and son Yair vis-

ited tee National Zoo. home of the

lone surviving panda given to

Richard Nixon when be made his

historic visit to China in 1972. They
also took in a performance of the

Disney musical Beauty and the

Beast at the Kennedy Center.

Last night, tee family was sched-

uled to visit the National Air and

Space Museum, and earlier in tee

day tee adults spent an hour at the

US Holocaust Memorial Museum.
At several of Binyarain

Netanyahu’s public events, includ-

ing laying a wreath at the Tomb of

the Unknown Soldier and at the

graves of John and Robert Kennedy
on Tuesday, and yesterday’s appear-

ance before the National Pressdub.
Sara also attended.

She also indulged in some of her

own career interests, discussing

experimental education at a lun-

cheon with Tipper Gore and child-

hood psychology with an aide to the

Secretary of Health and Human
Services Donna Shalala.

Aides to Netanyahu were decided-

ly uninterested in providing infor-

mation on tee family’s doings, citing

tee “sacrifices'’ they make under die

media, spotlight while in Israel.

Meanwhile, Netanyahu’s daugh-

ter, Noa. returned to Israel bom the

US with her family yesterday. She
will soot enter tee IDF. but told

reporters at Beo-Gurion Airport that

die did not know what she wants to

do in tee army. Asked bow she felt

abouttar father's election, Noa said,

“It was a pleasant surprise.”

Netanyahu: I will

wean Israel from
US economic aid

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu told Congress yester-

day that be would begin weaning
Israel from the $ 1 3. billion eco-

nomic assistance package it

receives from the US.
The announcement was enthusi-

astically received by a
Republican-controlled Congress
whose priority for the past two
years has been to reduce tee feder-

al budget, and which has slashed

foreign assistance by about a third.

Israel and Egypt, which together

receive $5.1 billion annually in

economic and military aid, have
been among the few recipients

whose aid has not been reduced.

HILLEL KUTTLER

In a 40-minute speech to a joint

session of Congress. Netanyahu
found an receptive audience for

his message of economic indepen-

dence and a Middle East peace

based on security.

His remarks were interrupted by
applause 13 times, four of teem
when he spoke of his intention to

liberalize Israel’s economy and
make it self-reliant

“There can be no greater tribute

to America’s long-standing eco-‘

nomic aid to Israel than for us to

able to say: We are going to

achieve economic independence,"

he told the Senators and
Congressmen.
“In the next four years, we are

going to begin the long-term

process of gradually reducing tee

level of your generous economic
assistance. I am convinced that our

economic policies will lay tee

foundation for total self-reliance

and great economic strength.”

-He- also quoted Speaker of- the

House Newt Gingrich, seated

behind him. who has quoted
President Bill Clinton as stating

teat “the era of big government is

over."

“With America’s help, Israel has

grown to be a powerful, modem
state. I believe teat we can now

WASHINGTON
say that Israel has reached child-

hood's end and that it has matured
enough to begin approaching a
state of self-reliance," Netanyahu
said.

After stating teat he is “com-
mitted to turning Israel’s econo-
my into a free market of goods
and ideas, the only way to bring

ourselves to true independence,”

a roar came Horn tee Republican

side of the House chamber. It

increased in volume as
Netanyahu continued: “This
means free enterprise, privatiza-

tion, open capital markets, an end
to cartels, lower taxes, deregula-

tion, and reducing tee size of gov-
ernment."

Minutes before tee address,

Gingrich had told reporters that

Israel’s desire to become econom-
ically independent would play

well on Capitol Hill.

“1 think in tee Congress today,

you're going to find tremendous
support for tee direction of small-

er government, lower taxes, more
private-sector jobs, which I think

is becoming a universal ... pat-

tern,” he said.

Netanyahu’s speech marked the

third time an Israeli prime minister

has addressed Congress in tee last

two years. Yitzhak Rabin made a
joint appearance with King
Hussein in July 1994, and Shimon
Peres addressed the body last

December.
The hall was filled to capacity,

with young congressional aides

filling spaces near tbe doors. Also
present were five members of the

cabinet. Supreme Court Justice

Stephen Breyer, Chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. John
Shalikashvilli, and assorted

ambassadors.
Of tee Arab countries, only

Jordanian Ambassador Fayez
Tarawne was visible in tee hall.

Egypt sent its second-ranking
diplomat
Netanyahu’s assertion near the

end of his address that Israel “shall

insist on the right of Jews to live

anywhere in the land" was greeted
with applause, although Secretary

of State Warren Christopher was
seen shifting in his seat at those

words.

He hit on the familiar themes of
the two countries’ holding democ-
racy and freedom sacred,'and said

he was speaking for Israelis and
Jews everywhere by bringing a
"Thank you, people of America."
Netanyahu also pledged to begin

negotiations with the PA on a

final-status agreement, if the

Palestinians abided by those pacts

already signed, and said Israel is

ready to engage Syria and
Lebanon in “meaningful negotia-

tions” and broaden the circle of

peace throughout the region.

But he also repeated remarks
made during Monday’s press con-

ference with Clinton teat reciproc-

ity dictates teat terrorism must
cease for negotiations to succeed.

He drew cheers of "Hear! Hear!"

when he declared that Jerusalem

will never be divided.

Netanyahu hammered away ac

tee need for the PA to curb terror-

ism but also demanded teat Syria

curb Hizbullah attacks on northern

Israel.

"This means that tee fight

against terror cannot be episodic.

It cannot be conditional. It cannot

be whimsical. It cannot be option-

al. It must become the mainstay of

a relationship of trust between
Israel and its Arab interlocutors.’’

he said.

Netanyahu also quoted Psalms
29:11, "God will give strength to

His people: God will bless His
people with peace." calling the

verse tee “original source" for the

concept of "peace through
strength."

The new ‘New Middle East’
IF one were in an Arab capital

watching Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu’s televised

speech to Congress yesterday, a

searing impression would be the

legislators’ standing ovation in

response to his call never to redi-

vide Jerusalem.

The image of the entire

Congress standing and cheering

as Netanyahu said tbe city would
stay under Israeli sovereignty will

probably be replayed on TV news
shows in tbe Arab world. This
will make it clear that isolating

Israel on Jerusalem is not as sim-

ple as passing resolutions at an
Arab summit.
Another message Arab leaders

may not like was Netanyahu’s
vision of a “New Middle East"

which puts democracy, not eco-

nomics, front and center in the

peace process.

It remains unclear whether this

will guide Netanyahu in practice

or was merely a rhetorical flour-

ish that was meant to play well

with his American audience.

Indeed, part of Netanyahu’s
appeal to Congress was his ability

to wrap his message in terms of

ANALYSIS
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values held dear by Americans -
self-reliance, freedom, justice,

and human rights - and his claim

teat Israel is not against Islam.

Netanyahu also touched another

point sensitive ro tee Arabs.
V^htie he has hammered home his

watchword of “reciprocity.” mak-
ing it palpably clear what he
expects from tbe Arab side, he
refused to say what Israel would
give in return assuming his terms
were met He would only say teat

at teat point, he would be willing

to negotiate a final-status agree-

ment," as mandated by tee Oslo
accords.

Finally, while Netanyahu won
warm applause for his important,

albeit qualified promise to “begin

tee long-term process of gradual-

ly reducing" foreign aid, Egypt is

likely to view the move as putting

political pressure upon it. US
assistance to Cairo only passes in

Congress due to a linkage with-

Israel and tee efforts of the pro-

Israel community.

The idea of democratizing the

Arab world, however, is bound to

be tee one point of Netanyahu’s
speech which will draw tee most
scrutiny in Arab capitals. It

marked a major departure for

Israeli leaders, even if its opera-

tional significance remains
unclear.

While its appeal may resonate

in some key quarters of Arab pub-
lic opinion - for example, among
Palestinians who deeply want
some check cm Yasser Arafat’s

authority - it won’t be applauded

by the very leaders whose cooper-

ation Israel needs for any future

agreements.
"Calling democracy a pillar of
Middle East peacemaking is

something Yitzhak Rabin consis-

tently opposed. Whenever Rabin

was asked about the topic, he

would flick his wrist and say: “1

am not [Hanan] Ashrawi.” He
would then say that he did not

care what Arafat did internally, as
long as he curbed terrorism.

Netanyahu expressed philo-

sophical disagreement with this

position when he said: “Slates

(Continued on Page 2)

Mordechai calls on Syria to stop terror
DEFENSE Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai yesterday called on
Syria to stop supporting terror.

SpeakiQg in the Knesset
plenum while answering a

series of parliamentary ques-

tions and motions for the agen-

da, Mordechai said Syria cannot
say it is interested in peace
while continuing to activate ter-

ror cells in Lebanon and else-

where.
“We do want to speak and

search for a way to true and sta-

ble peace. At the same time, we
can’t agree to a country or

countries adopting the path of

terror, sending or backing up
terror cells, and encouraging or

even indirectly activating terror

cells against the State of
Israel,” Mordechai said. "I’m
calling on tee Syrian govern-

ment; it can’t decide it is strate-

gically on the way to peace and
operate terror cells in Lebanon
and elsewhere."

He said that were Syria to pre-

vent Hizbullah activities,

would definitely contribute a
great deal to the peace process
and certainly wouldn’t hurt it.”

Mordechai said the IDF is

LIAT COLLINS

continuing to cope with an
entire complexity of present
and future threats. He also said
the Defense Ministry intends to

fix public shelters in the North
in tee coming year. He avoided
giving a direct answer to the

question of whether Hizbullah
has Katyushas with a 40-km.
range, which would allow them
to reach the Haifa suburbs.

On Tuesday, the Foreign
Affairs and Defense Committee
heard that Hizbullah had
received a shipment of Iranian-

produced improved Katyushas.
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Palestinians angry over

Netanyahu’s remarks in US
Report: Turkey likely to keep

defense ties with Israel

PALESTINIAN reaction to Prime Minister-

Binyamin Netanyahu's US visit has been over-

whelmingly negative, primarily because of his

failure to commit to redeploy the IDF in

Hebron or follow the Oslo process.

“We were expecting Mr. Netanyahu would
give a present to Mr. Clinton and declare he
will redeploy in Hebron and go on with the

peace process," Hebron Mayor Mustafe
Natshe said yesterday. “The opposite occurred.

We see it as a bad sign. This increases frustra-

tion among people in the city."

Yesterday morning. local youths threw a

homemade pipebomb at soldiers guarding a
checkpoint near the entrance to Hebron. The
bomb did not explode. This was followed by

JON IMMANUEL

stone-throwing by other youths.

Some saw this as a response to Netanyahu's

White House press conference on Tuesday,
which was also considered disappointing.

“I see Netanyahu's position as dangerous,"
Ahmed Qreia, Speaker of the Palestinian

Council, said. “He is giving a new concept of
peace, security for peace. But the concept of
the current peace process is based on land for

peace.'
1

He also said that he thought the Americans
“should have been more resolute about settle-

ments.”

Israel Radio quoted Marwan Kanafani, a

Hizbullah blasts IDF, SLA outposts

spokesman for PA President Yasser Arafat, as

saying that NetanayahiTs comments on
Jerusalem were “a tie " as the PA does not
want to redivide Jerusalem, but to establish

two capitals in one united city.

Meanwhile, Abbas Zaki, the most popular
Fatah activist in Hebron and a member of the
Palestinian Council, was questioned by police

about accusations he incited youths from near-

by Samoa to bum Israeli road-building equip-
ment working on a bypass road three weeks
ago. Samua spent two weeks under curfew.

In Gaza, Awad Silmi, a convicted Hamas
gunman suspected of shooting dead CoL Meir
Mintz in 1994, escaped from prison two days
ago, Palestinian sources told Israel Radio.

NECMETON Erbakan, the first

Islamist prime minister of modem
Turkey, is expected to-reduce the

visibility of Ankara's relationship

with Israel, while keeping the mil-

itary cooperation agreement
intact, according to the chief

columnist of the Islamist daily

Zaman.
Interviewed by the London-

based daily newsletter Mideast

Mirror . Fehmj Koru said

Erbakan's government ’ might
impose cosmetic changes to make
Turkey’s relations with Israel less

transparent.

However, he is Unlikely to

threaten the military relationship,

if oily because former premier

-ip?
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Tansu Ciller made this, as well as

adherence to other agreements,

conditions of entering a coalition

agreement with his Islamic

Welfare Party.

At the same time, noted Kom,
Erbakan is likely to disappoint

the expectations of some of his

neighbors, including Syrian

President Hafez Assad, wbo sent

him a warm cable congratulating

him on coming to power and

hoping for an improvement in

relations.

Syrian-Turkish ties have bear

strained in recent months because

of a long-standing water dispute

and because of Syrian supporffor

the and-Turkish PKK Kurdish

movement, which is based in

Damascus and trains under Syrian

auspices in both Syria and '.the

Syrian-controlled Bekaa Valley of

east Lebanon.

According to Koru, the

Erbakan’s party does not think

highly of the Syrian regime and

will not jeopardize its credibility

among its secular coalition part-

ners by changing policy regarding

Syria.’

He predicted the party would

maintain- its “Islamic unity"

rhetoric and might seek a measure

of rapprochement with Iraa.

HIZBULLAH gunmen shelled

IDF and South Lebanese Army
positions with mortars yesterday

morning, as fighting continued in

the security zone.

There were no casualties

among the soldiers manning the

posts in the Ali Tahr hill range in

the eastern sector of the zone. IDF
and SLA gunners returned fire.

Hizbullah claimed responsibility

for the attacks, in a statement
issued in Beirut.

The shooting followed an inci-

dent Tuesday in which a teenage

Lebanese girl was wounded by
SLA shelling near Habboush vil-

lage, north of the security zone.

Reports from Lebanon said she

was with friends picking herbs in

the area when shells fell nearby,

wounding her in the legs.

The Voice of the South radio

station, which broadcasts from the

zone, said the shelling was in

DAVID RUPGE

reaction to suspicious movement
in the area.

The area itself is not populated

and is regularly used by Hizbullah

for sending squads into the zone
on bomb-planting and ambush
missions, as well as for firing

mortars at IDF and SLA strong-

holds.

Hizbullah, in its statement,
described the shelling as a fla-

grant breach of the understand-

ings reached after Operation
Grapes of Wrath.

In the past, Hizbullah retaliated

for civilian casualties, even if they

were caused inadvertently, by fir-

ing Katyusha rockets at the

Galilee.

Since Operation Grapes of
Wrath, however, the organization

has refrained from such action,

although it has frequently

nawirrim
With great sorrow we announce the passing

of our revered mother and grandmother

SARAH RUBINOFF n"y
widow of Reb Binyamin 9”i

Jerusalem - Toronto

The funeral took place on Tuesday evening, July 9, 1996
Shiva at 9 Rehov Mishkelov, Apt 8, Har Nof, Jerusalem

Mourned in Israel by:

Rabbi Sholom and Bayla Gold and family
Michael Rubinoff and family
Mendel and Judy Rubinoff and family

The Jerusalem Music Center,
together with the other beneficiaries ofYad Hanadiv, Israel,

mourns the passing of

AMSCHEL ROTHSCHILD
and extends its warmest sympathies to

Lord Jacob Rothschild

Isaac Stem, Chairman

Jfif CENTRE FOR EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

expresses its deepest sorrow to the

bereaved family and to Yad Hanadiv

on the passing of

AMSCHEL M.J. ROTHSCHILD 7n

L The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

^ The Institute for Advanced Studies

mourns the untimely passing of

AMSCHEL M. J. ROTHSCHILD

and offers its heartfelt condolences

to the Rothschild family

breached the understandings by
operating in and from villages

north of the zone.

Meanwhile. OC Northern
Command Maj.-Gsn. Amiram
Levine presented certificates of
merit on Tuesday night to two
officers, for their performance
during the incident a month ago in

which five Nahal soldiers were
killed and eight others wounded
in a Hizbullah ambush in the

zone.

The awards were presented to

Ll (res.) Ya'acov Cohen, a physi-

cian, for his treatment of the casu-

alties in the field and the way he
organized, their evacuation, -and to

Ll Eran Alon, deputy commander
of the Nahal unit, for his leader-

ship of the rescue squad sent to

the scene.

Levine praised the two officers

for their performance under very

difficult conditions.

Hizbullah
renews
offer of
prisoner,

body swap
BEIRUT (AP) - Hizbullah yester-

jgd^n.offer to repatriate,

the bodies oftwoIDF soldiers and
“release .17 SouflTLebanese Army
- exchange forabout200
'Lebanese prisoners.

The offer was made by the

group's deputy leader. Sheik
Naim Qassem, at a news confer-

ence in Beirut’s southern suburbs.

Qassem announced the release

of two SLA men as “a humanitar-
ian gesture."

The men, who had been held by
Hizbullah for two years, presented

themselves to journalists as Khalil

Ali Hassan, a Shi’ite. and Francois

Aoun, a Christian.

In recent years, there have been
a number of releases by both
sides. But Israel has yet to accept

Hizbullah’s offer to swap the bod-
ies of the missing Israelis and the

remaining 17 SLA militia

detainees for all Lebanese prison-

ers, who include two Shi’ite lead-

ers kidnapped in Israeli comman-
do raids.

The bodies held by Hizbullah

are believed to be those of Yosef
Fink and Rahamim Alsheikh
who were captured in an ambush
in south Lebanon in February

1986.

Israeli officials say Ron Arad, a
navigator whose plane was shot

down over Lebanon in October

1986, is still alive. They say he
has been taken to Iran after his ini-

tial capture in Lebanon by pro-

Iranian militants.

“We have the bodies of two
Israelis. We know nothing about

the names or number of other

[Israelis] . As to the SLA prisoners,

they will remain with us until a

prisoner exchange occurs,"

Qassem said.

Israeli commandos kidnapped
Shi’ite leader Mustafa Dirani in

May 1994 to interrogate him
about Arad. He remains in an
Israeli jail.

We mourn the tragic and untimely passing of

The Hon.

AMSCHEL ROTHSCHILD rt

A member of the Yad Hanadiv Council

and express our heartfelt condolences

to his wife Anita, their children and families.

Yad Hanadiv Yad Avi Ha-Yishuv

A member of the Jahalin Beduin tribe turns away from earth-moving equipment near his encampment outside Ma’aleh Adumim
yesterday. - fSara uzietyi

Jerusalem-area Beduin face eviction
A BEDUIN tribe on the outskirts

of Jerusalem is caught between

Israel and the Palestinian

Authority.

Earth movers this week began
working three meters from one of

six Jahalin Beduin encampments
in the path of Ma'aleh Adumim.
The High Court imposed an
August 28 deadline on the tribe to

move to another site allocated to

it, but members of the tribe say
t

they are tom between the Israeli

order and PA orders to stay puL
'

The new site is closer to Abu
Dis and the PA says the land to

which the tribe is being relocated

is private land belonging to resi-

dents of the town.

Although some 100 Jahalin

families already live there, they

JON IMMANUEL

have no permanent right of resi-

dence. The 49 others (about 400
people) ordered to move say they

fear they will be victimized by fee

PA as collaborators if they move
wife an Israeli assurance that their

relocation is permanent. They
refuse to move if it only means
they can be shifted again.

TJie jjahalin fled fee Negev .in

lj95Cf 'and "settteS in die Judean
desert under Jordanian rulc,.pn the

road w'jeribhOj- safeifittm the

encroachment of Israel's; develop-,

ing society on Negev Beduin.

In 1967, they found themselves

under Israeli rule again - and in

fee most rapidly developing set-

tlement area of all. In 1981, the

land where they live was declared

state land. In 1989, fee civil

administration began talking to

them and in 1993, fee year of fee

Oslo accords, they were offered

alternatives sites.

They chose Abu Dis-Kedar.
Water and power linesas well as a
road were extended to fee area.

§
However; now the Jahalin also

have to contend wife fee:*PA.

.

Palestine Radio reported Saturday,.

after a meeting between Jahalin

.

representatives and PA President

Yasser Arafat, that Arafat rejected

“attempts at occupation" by the

Israeli authorities.

Abu Dis is also fee home of
Palestinian Council chairman

Ahmed Qreia, apparently one of

those wife land claims in the area.

The council appointed a seven-

member committee to help the

Jahalin stand fast against settle-

ment expansion, arguing it is their

land, they are Palestinians, and
they may not be forcibly moved
under international law.

While 45 years of relative quiet

came to an end this week wife

bulldozers, trucks, and earth

movers encircling camps, sheep
pens;

-

arid ey-eo individual -tents

-and huts, the Jahalin said they are

not nomads. Israel -is offering

them the right to build homes in

fee new site (If they can find the

money), but fee PA won’t tolerate

that ifit won’t tolerate them living

there in tents.

Hussein blames Syria for assassination attempts
DURING the recent Arab summit in Cairo,
Jordan’s King Hussein complained to

Syrian President Hafez Assad about two
attempted assassinations which were
thwarted. One was apparently directed
against him, and the other against his

brother. Crown Prince Hassan.

DAVID MAKOVSKY
WASHINGTON *

While no details on these attempts or their

perpetrators are known, it seems Hussein
has blamed the Syrians, because fee perpe-
trators infiltrated across the Syrian border.

The assassination attempts were among
several dozen infiltration efforts pot by
Hussein in a black-bound folder, including
photographs. One sneb effort was aimed at
Israeli tourists to Petra.
These attempts occurred during the past

several months.

Private

guards
replacing

soldiers at

Gaza border
crossings
JON IMMANUEL

TO beef up security ai Gaza bor-

der crossings, the IDF is consider-

ing tho-permanent replacement of
many soldiers with civilian securi-

ty companies more expert at at the

job, security sources said yester-

day.

The experiment began at the

Kami truck-crossing point two
months ago. after soldiers failed

to detect the terrorist who trans-

ferred from a Gaza truck to an
Israeli truck on March 4, and then

exploded himself in Tel Aviv,

killing 13 othera.

So far, the experiment, involv-

ing some 60 civilian security per-

sonnel, is considered a success.

An important spinoff is that it

takes the burden of security off

reserve soldiers, and decreases

friction wife Palestinians “who
prefer dealing with civilians," said

Government Coordinator's Office

spokesman Shlomo Dror.

The experiment could also be
extended to Erez and to West
Bank checkpoints, he said.

Dror denied radio reports of a
conflict wife Southern Command
over fee issue of manning the

checkpoints.

Other security improvements
will include magnetic cards issued

to West Bank and Gaza
Palestinians, including journalists,

thus lessening fee chance ofcross-
ing the Green Line wife a forgo!

document
Police this week uncovered a

factory in Dura, near Hebron,
manufacturing fake Israeli ID
cards.

NEWS INBRIEF
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feat respect die human rights of
their citizens are not likely to pro-

voke hostile action against their

neighbors.”

But how will Netanyahu imple-

ment this pillar of peacemaking?

One Arab diplomat said after the

speech feat Netanyahu's remarks

were merely “justifying his

inability to move forward."

Even Netanyahu admitted that

“this doesn't mean feat we eannot

have peace in the region now,
peace with non-democratic

NEW
regimes. I believe we can. It’s a
fact that we've bad such peace
agreements.”

He seemed to suggest that Israel
will have to insist on tough terms
for peace, since it is predicated
upon the prospect feat peace wife
a non-democratic regime is

reversible.

The Labor government believed
that the best hope for political

.

moderation rested wife economic
progress. Netanyahu, however,
made no mention of economics as
a key to peace.

..to the——7
.—r and Muslim traditions,

are said to flow from the Holy Land of
fea anctarn Middle East region. Ybt

politicians are charting a— enures: their pofletes could— , the area under desert sand ami
concrete, shatter hopes tor lasting

.. Israel Police
National Headquarters

investigations Branch

Missing Persons Bureau

“ Unknown Woman -
The Israel Pofce requests' the help

of the pubfle in its efforts to identify

the body of a woman found on the

Aflon Road near Mkdunashbi the
Ramaflah area on Jura 25, 1996.

Description;

Aga about 30-40.

Height 150 cm.

Hair, long, brown.

Teeth: tooth missing in the lowerjaw

Was wearing a saver locket In the

form of a mask.

CtotfMK White Mouse, jeans,

black high heeled shoes.

Anyone wife information feat may
help in Identifying fee woman is t

asked to cart 02-9974888,
j

02-309344, or any police station.

Joyce Shfra Starr, Ph.D., „
recognised authority on wj

perepective to this topic,
i
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for ‘ affirmative

Movement calls

rmative action’
THE newly elected heads of the
two leading institutions of
American Reform Judaism yes-
terday issued a call for affirmative
action in giving to Israel, to cor-
rect what they say is the increas-'
ing government support of
Orthodox institutions.
Rabbi Eric Yoffie, president of

the Union of American Hebrew
Congregations, and Rabbi
Sheldon Zimmerman, president of
Hebrew Union College, made
their call at a reception in their
honor at Hebrew Union College
in Jerusalem. They said in a pre-
pared statement that they had
come to identify with the Jewish
people in Israel, but that they had
found that the coalition agree-
ments of the new government
fought against liberal Judaism.
They said the government had

HAIM SHAPIRO

been called upon by the religious
parties to change laws and. over-
turn decisions of tire High Court
which had recognized the lights
of non-Orthodox movements, on
the basis of equality and religious

freedom.

They also castigated the recent
remarks of Sephazdi Chief Rabbi
Eliahu Baksfai-Doron, who had
likened the Reform to Zomri, who
had fornicated with a Midianite
woman and had been killed by
Pinhas. By his words, Yoffie and
Zimmerman said, Bakshi-Doron
hadjustified die killing ofReform
Jews.
'“Vlfe found it difficultto believe

that expressions of hatred and
incitement to murder , such as
these could have come from the

mouth of someone bearing the

title of a Jewish spiritual leader,

and this showed us the depth of
die division and hostility; and the

difficulties facing our colleagues

in the Reform movement in

Israel," they said in a statement.

The two said they would work
for freedom of religion and con-

science in Israel and they hoped
they would be joined by the

Conservative and
Recoostructiooist movements.
They recalled a resolution call-

ing for religious freedom in Israel,

passed by the Jewish Agency last

month, and said that to further this

proposal they would work within

the fund-raising agencies. The
inequality, they said, created by
government funding of Orthodox
institutions should be corrected by
support for non-Orthodox ones.

Mekorot apologizes
to Israeli Arabs

MEKOROT yesterday issued an
apology to a group of Israeli

Arabs who were refused entry to

the Sapir pumping station oh the
northern shore of Lake Kinneret,
while their Jewish colleagaes
were allowed inside.

“We deeply regret this incident
which should not have happened,
and we have invited the group
back at our expense,” said
Mekorot spokeswoman Yael
Shoham.
The incident happened -on

Monday, when two buses carrying

workers from a factory in Holon
arrived at the site as part of a tour

of the Galilee. The visit to the

Sapir station had been previously

coordinated with Mekorot and
approved.

The site has a visitors center and
is open to the public for free gold-

•’ >"_*• • **. v",v^

DAVID RUPGE

ed tours, provided die visits are

arranged in advance.

“The two bases arrived, and tbe

guard, who himself is an Arab,
went on board and allowed die

first one through,“ said Shoham.
“He saw tbat there were some
Arabs from Bribe on the second
bus, and although it was not part

of his duty - especially as they
had already received permission

to enter - be decided to call the

manager of the visitors center.

“The regular person in charge

was not there, so he asked the sec-

retary if they were aware there

were some Arabs on the second
bus. When she answered in the

negative, he decided not to let

them inside, without either of
them attempting to contact die
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Citizen’s group asks court

to remove indicted

Olympic boss from post
EVELYN GORDON

THE High Court of Justice

rejected a petition demanding
that Yoram Oberkovicb, chair-

man of the electric company’s

works committee, be removed as

head of the Israel. Olympics

Committee yesterday, on the

grounds that such a petition

should be filed in the district

court instead.

However, the Treasury agreed to

reconsider Obcrkovich’s appoint-

ment to the Betting Council,

which was the petition’s other

demand.
• The petition was filed by me
Movement for

Government in Israel, which

argued that die indictment against

Oberkovich made him unfit for

both posts. .

Oberkovicb was indicted in

IHIKUIO, _— .

and invasion of pnvacy,

he allegedly used Histadiutfimds

to hire a private eye to mvesbff^
the heal ofa committee

preparing

recommendations for reforming

Israeli sports.

The Israel Olympics Committee

objected strenuously to removing

Oberkovicb as chairman, saying

his dismissal would damage its

sports ties with other countries.

However, the Treasury said it

would consider canceling his

appointment to the Betting

Council.
. _ •

Justices‘Shlomo Levine, Tova

Strasberg-Cohen ^nd Dont

Beinisb approved tbe Treasury's

porition, saying they would have

issued a show-cause order had it

not agreed to reconsider the

appointment. Under die circum-

stances, however; the court should

not get involved until tbe Treasury

has made a final decision, they

said.

Regarding Obericovfch’s chair-

manship "of tbe Olympics

Committee, they said the proper

forum for the petition was the dis-

trict court, and therefore refused

to hear iL

area manager or anybody else in a
supervisory capacity.”

The visitors were upset and
decided that if their Arab col-

leagaes could not tour the plant,

none of them would, and they all

left. The workers later complained
to the media about what they

described as foe discrimination

against the Arab contingent
“There was something irregular

in die whole process, which we
have promised to investigate thor-

oughly. We are very sorry about
the matter and will take steps to

ensure it doesn’t happen again,”

said Shoham.
She added that it is part of

Mekorot’s policy to explain die

water network and the importance

of water to all members of the

public, and this incident had creat-

ed toe opposite effect

Court bars

capital from
collecting

resident’s old

parking fines
EVELYN GORDON ~

SUPREME Court Justice Dalia

Doraer issued an interim injunc-

tion yesterday forbidding toe

Jerusalem Municipality to collect

NJS 10,000 worth ofparking fines

owed tty resident Rami Dvir.

She also gave toe city 45 days to

explain why the debt should not

be canceled entirely.

According to Dvir’s attorney,

Dan Bombach, toe fines were accu-

mulated over die last 10 years, but

the city never made any effort to

collect them. Recently, however,

the city notified Dvir that if he did

not repay the debt immediately, it

would put a lien on bis bank
account and other assets. Dvir then

petitioned the High Court of

Justice against this move.
Bombach said that by law, there

is a three-year statute of limita-

tions on parking fines. Therefore,

be argued, toe city has no authori-

ty to collect any of toe fines issued

before 1993.
Furthermore, he said, tbe law

also obligates the city to notify

delinquent violators by registered

mail, within a year of when the

fine was issued. Bombach there-

fore argued that because of the

city’s failure to fulfill its legal

obligations, toe fines should be

forgiven as welL
If rite petition is accepted, it

could be a blow to the city’s

recent campaign to collect all its

back parking debts. These debts

total in the tens of millions of
shekels.

Government neglecting

Russia, Knesset panel told
SINCE the assassination of Yitzhak Rabin in

November, die government has neglected
Russia in its foreign policy decision-making, a
senior government official told toe Knesset
Immigration and Absorption Committee yes-

terday.

He said he does not expect a change in toe

rate of emigration from the CIS, unless toe

economy collapses, because Jews there are

very involved in the business world.

He said many mistakes had been made in toe

relationship between the regimes on the issue

ofemigration, particularly since Rabin's assas-

sination.

“Russia has been neglected as a factor in the

foreign policy of toe Israeli government,” be
said. “There is no doubt that the quality of toe

relationship between the countries affects and
will affect toe situation of toe Jews in Russia.”

UAT COLLINS

He said toe Jewish Agency has also been
affected by the complex of relations between
Russia and Israel, as well as toe agency’s

adaptability to Russian laws and regulations.

“This is not a question of just the Jewish
Agency, but a subject that must be discussed at

toe senior government level, that is to say, toe

prime minister, foreign minister, and other rel-

evant bodies.”

Timing to toe “Russian mafia” in Israel he
said: “All the claims of the dangers of toe

Russian mafia and crime in Israel are funda-

mentally wrong, stemming from evil-minded-

ness and fueled by foreign interests.”

He said be estimates that some 1.130.000

Jews remain m tbe CIS, of whom 700.000 are

from couples in which both partners are

Professors Seymour Girin and TVude Dothan examine the Inscribed stone tablet found in excava-

tions at ancient Ekron which contains the names of the city and two of its kings. (T*v-Or>

Royal inscription found
at Philistine Ekron

A ROYAL dedicatory temple
inscription which bears the name
of a biblical city and its kings has

been discovered for toe first time

here during excavations carried

out this season at Tel Mlkne-
Ekron. The inscription provides

conclusive evidence of toe identi-

ty of Ekron, one ofthe five capital

cities of toe Philistines.

The name Ekron and toe kings

Achish and his father Padi were
found in a five-line inscription,

written in Phoenician script, on a
large block of stone excavated

from toe ruins of a temple that

formed part of a palace. The
palace and the entire city were

burned to toe ground in 603 BCE,
during toe campaign of toe

Journalism pupils beat deadlines at

education-computer conference

JUDY SIEGEL

A DOZEN young amateur jour-

nalists - whose deadline during

the year fell only every six weeks
- produced a newspaper a day at

the 13th Annual Conference on

Computers in Education that

closed in Jerusalem yesterday.

.
Tfen pupils from toe seventh to

ninth grades from the capital’s

ORT-MuikoffSchool interviewed

people, wrote articles, edited the

material, set up the pages on a

computer and sent them off for

printing. Called Scoop, the four-

page, Hebrew-language tabloid

was handed out free to toe toon-

sands of visitors to the

International Convention Center

and the computersoftware exhibi-

tion that was part of toe confer-

ence.

The newspaper project is spon-

sored by the non-profit Center for

Educational Technology in Ramat.
Aviv and toe Ha'oretz newspaper.
Anat Segal computer director at

toe ORT school and coordinator

of its journalism project, said not

afi toe 25 participants want to be

professional journalists, “but at

least -they have learned how to

read a newspaper.”

“Some of the material was not

usable, but they quickly learned

toe ropes,” added Yossi Klein of

Haaretz, who helped toe pupils

put out toe paper.

The pupils, who have produced

four issues of their school’s paper

since February, “wrote about their

micro world at school and the

macro world outside.” said Segal

“Most of toe work was done after

school hours, but occasionally,

under toe pressure of deadlines,

they woe happy to be called out of

their regular classes.”

Tbe conference, organized by

the Israel Association for

Information Technology and toe

Israel Association for Computers

in Education, was attended by
numerous teachers on summer
vacation. There were hundreds of

lectures by computer company
representatives, educators and
other professionals. Outside, in

the exhibition halls, hundreds of

young computer mavens maneu-
vered their cursors on the screens,

in many cases teaching the teach-

ers how the programs worked.

Jerusalem Post Staff corresponds to the name Ikausu, Englai

who is mentioned in the Assyrian found

Babylonian king annals of the 1th century BCE as was n<

Nebuchadnezzar. being tbe king of Ekroa. (“acm

The discovery of the inscription An earlier Achish - not toe one repair

was made by an archeological referred to in toe inscription - was ents -

team headed by Prof. Trirde the name of a Philistine king men- show i

Dothan of toe Hebrew University tioned in the Bible, who reigned Sine

and Prof. Seymour Gitin of the during toe period of King David mental

Albright Institute ofArcheological and King Solomon. tie pig

Research in Jerusalem. Padi, tbe father of Ikausu, is ster c

This is the 13th and last of the mentioned in the Assyrian King away,

current series of archeological Sancberib’s annals of his military sufferi

excavations at toe sire, located campaign in tbe Land of Israel in ously i

near Kibbutz Revadim, southeast 701 BCE in which Sancherib con- It is

of Gedera. quered Ekron, at that time under pie in

Tbe newly discovered inscrip- Judean control. He restored its 24, bu

tion states toe Achish, the son of status as a city-state and forced covery

Padi, king of Ekron, built a temple King Hezekia of Judah to rem- i2ation

dedicated to a goddess. Achish state Padi as King of Ekron. for Db

CITY OF HOPE
Written by Dr. Mordechai Naor, a noted researcher and writer on
the Lana of Israel “City of Hope: Jerusalem from Biblical to

Modem Times" offers a multi-faceted account of the city, tracing

the sequence of events and famous personalities, archeological

finds, spiritual and intellectual trends, and more.

A treat for the eye and mind, this volume is arranged by historical

periods - from trie First Temple, through the Rule of Rome: Aelia

Capitolina, the Early Muslim period, to the British Mandate and
Jerusalem Divided and United.

Produced with the assistance of the research staff of Yad Yitzhak

Ben-Zvi, this is a hard-cover album - 323 pp., with numerous color £
photographs and illustrations throughout.
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Jewish; 100,000 in families in which toe
mother is Jewish; and 90,000 in families in
which the father is Jewish. AH toe rest are eli-
gible to immigrate under toe Law of Return as
toe grandchildren of a Jewish grandfather,
though they are not Jewish.

He said the rate of emigration will probably
not pass 50,000 a year inlhe coming years. As
most of toe Jews in Ae peripheral countries
had already emigrated, the main emigration
would be from Russia and Ukraine.
“The past year in Russia was marked by a

significant rise of more than 34 percent in the
requests for emigration visas,” he said, esti-

mating that more than 25,000 Jews possess
exit visas. He also said that since the commu-
nity in Russia is rapidly aging, Russian Jewry
will cease to exist as a national unit within 25
years.

TAU team
discovers

new genetic

disease
JUDY SIEGEL

TEL Aviv University scientists

have discovered a rare new genet-

ic disease, and identified the

defective gene that causes it.

Named TA-24 in honor of toe uni-

versity. toe disease - which makes
patients extremely sensitive to

sunlight - has been recognized by
toe scientific community.
Prof. Hanoch Slor, of the

Sackler School of Medicine's
human genetics department, head-
ed a team that discovered toe dis-

order, which involves faulty abili-

ty to repair the DNA in toe genes

(or transcription-coupled DNA
repair).

For several years, Slor’s team

conducted research on a related

disease, xeroderma pigmentosum
(XP). in which patients are

extremely sensitive to ultraviolet

light. It causes toe irreversible

appearance of pigments in the

skin and skin growths. Discovered

in 1968. XP involves toe inability

of the body to repair damage to

the DNA in all toe cell’s genes. It

can be detected during toe early

stages of pregnancy.

Since most chemotherapy drugs

usedLfor treating cancer work bv
linage with toe DNA and pre-

venting the cell from diyid.ing, XP
patients are 1 ,000 times as sensi-

tive to UV rays and to chemother-

apy drugs. Chemotherapy can

cause them serious harm and even

kill them. SinceXP patients suffer

from tumors, doctors must be very

careful not to give them
chemotherapy drugs that act like

UV light on their DNA.
For the past 14 years, Slor and

his colleagues have been treating

a youngster who is hypersensitive

to UV light He was suspected of

being a member of one of toe 30
Israeli families suffering from XP.
Like an XP patient, a few minutes

ofexposure during midday caused
serious bums - but very little pig-

mentation characteristic of XP
was produced.

Using a technique developed in

England to test DNA repair, they

found that his general DNA repair

was normal, but that only specific

(“active”) genes were unable to

repair their DNA. The boy’s par-

ents - cousins of Iranian origin -

show no sensitivity to toe sun.

Since XP causes permanent pig-

mentation of toe skin, and toe lit-

tle pigmentation that toe young-
ster developed quickly faded

away, Slor concluded that he was
suffering from a different, previ-

ously unidentified disease.

It is not known how many peo-

ple in toe world suffer from TA-
24, but the importance of toe dis-

covery, says Slor. is toe character-

ization of the process responsible

for DNA repair in active genes.
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Russia restarts

Chechnya war machine
MOSCOW (Reuter) - Russian

guns and warplanes shelled a

southern Chechen village yester-

day, stepping up a military

onslaught on" separatist rebels

after a reluctant six-week lull.

Itar-Tass news agency quoted
local officials as saying that at

least 20 civilians had been killed

and many others wounded when
Russian forces shelled and
bombed Mahkety, 35 km south
of the regional capital Grozny.
Russia's top military comman-

der in Chechnya yesterday
ordered the arrest of separatist

leader Zelimkhan Yandarbiyev.

Interfax news agency quoted the

Russian military press centre in

the rebel region as saying.

Interfax said Yandarbiyev ‘s

mobile headquarters were
believed to have been sealed off

in the southern village of
Mehkely during an assault by
Russian troops.

“Planes and artillery of the

federal troops are making pin-

point strikes on Yandarbiyev's
headquarters,'’ Major Igor
Melnikov, chief military

spokesman in Chechnya, told

Interfax.

“Measures are being taken to

find and arrest Z. Yandarbiyev
on orders from commander
Vyacheslav Tikhomirov.”
Yandarbiyev took over sepa-

ratist forces last April after his

predecessor, Dzhokhar Dudayev,

died in a Russian rocket attack.

Tass later quoted a senior offi-

cial of pro-Russian Chechnya
authority as saying that three

deaths could be confirmed so far.

But the official made clear the

number of casualties was high.

Ruslan Tsokayev told Tass that

truckfuls of medical goods had
been sent to the town of Shali

where the injured residents of
Mahkety were being treated. He
said helicopters could be used to

transport the injured to Shali.

Interfax news agency quoted
the military spokesman' as deny-
ing that any civilian targets had
been attacked in the area.

Melnikov said Russian heli-

copters had been attacked by-

rebels and launched a “pinpoint”
retaliatory strike.

In a separate report Interfax

quoted the Russian military as

saying at least eight soldiers had

been killed and 20 others injured

in Gekhi, where Russians used
aviation and artillery for the first

time since the two sides agreed a

truce on June 1.

Interfax said the shelling of
Gekhi continued after women
and children were allowed to

leave the village.

But the agency later quoted a

Russian commander as saying

troops were withdrawn from
Gekhi yesterday after the local

administration assured the mili-

tary that rebels had left the set-

tlement. 30 km southwest of
Grozny.

The rebels said Russian troops
had been driven from die village.

They said at least 20 residents
had been killed and many more
injured.

The Russian war machine in
Chechnya has been "fairly idle

since President Boris Yeltsin
agreed a truce and an exchange
of prisoners at talks in the

Kremlin with Yandarbiyev at the

end of May.
Later talks, marred by mutual

recriminations, brought little

progress in ending a 19-month
war which has already killed

more than 30.000 people, most
of them civilians.

The rebels want independence
for the Caucasus region. Moscow
says Chechnya is an integral part

of the Russian Federation.

Moscow has accused the rebels

of failing to disarm and free

Russian prisoners, while the

rebels have blamed Moscow for

reneging on deals to pull troops

out and dose checkpoints.

The Russian military has com-
plained that the truce only
allowed the rebels to rearm and
rebuild communications line*.

Huricane Big Bertha
churns nearer US shore

NASSAU. Bahamas (API - Bending trees to the

ground and knocking out electricity. Hurricane Bertha

bashed the Bahamas with high winds and heavy rain

yesterday as it churned toward the US coastline.

North Carolina officials urged some 50.000 resi-

dents and summer visitors on Hatteras and Ocracoke
islands - popular tourists destinations on the Outer
Banks, a chain of sandy islands just off the coast - to

evacuate yesterday morning.

Bertha left four dead in Puerto Rico and the Virgin

Islands before moving out of the Caribbean. It brusted

past the Diries and Caicos Islands and veered north-

west through the Bahamas with winds yesterday of
1 70 kph.

Forecasters expect Bertha to skin the East Coast

anywhere from northern Florida to Delaware, possibly

hitting land later this week. The National Weather
Service warned of heavy surf for the southeast US
coast over the next day or two as the storm spun near-

er-ta theHondashore.

Hurricane warnings were in effect early yesterday

for the central Bahamas, which are 95-400 km east of

sdlKft Florida,

The National Weather Service issued hurricane

watches for Brunswick, Georgia, and South and North
Carolina to the Virginia state line and a tropical storm

warning from Deerfield Beach, Florida, to Brunswick,

Georgia.

“The storm is going to be paralleling part of the

southeast coast." said Chris Landsea, meteorologist

with the National Hurricane Center in Miami.
“Through 24 hours it looks pretty clear After that we
think it will go more due north and (hen toward the

north-northeast.”

Bertha began spinning winds up to 185 kph early

Tuesday, which upgraded it to a Category 3 storm
capable of extensive damage. Its size alone - 740 km
across - makes it formidable, said Jerry Jarrell, deputy

director of the Hurricane Center in Miami.
Forecasters earlier thought Bertha would stay clear

ofthe United States but that changed Tuesday. At noon
yesterday, Bertha was about 90 km east of Eleuthera

Island in the middle of the 700-island Bahamas archi-

pelago, whipping die area with 169 kph winds.

Power and telephone lines on northern Eleuthera

apparently were knocked out yesterday. On neighbor-

ing Abaco, boaters headed for shelters when forecast-

ers warned Bertha was expected to make a near-hit on
Cooper's Town.
The National WeatSer Service said Bertha was mov- •

ing northwest at 30 kph.A gradual northward turn was
expected. Until it turns, Bertha would move closer to

Florida, the "Weather Service said, explaining the trop-

ical storm warnings along portions of the Florida east

coast

In south Florida, residents victimized by Hurricane

Andrew four years ago stocked up at building supply

stores and supermarkets even though forecasters said

the state would escape the brunt of Bertha. “I don't

trust that.” said one shopper

A small group of Orange marchers gathers to watch,and hurl abuse at British soldiers as they reinforce the barbed wire barricade

at Drumcree near Portadown yesterday. During the previous night's rioting some 4,000 Orange men tried to break through the bar-

rier before being repelled by security forces. (Reuter)

London sends in more troops

as Ulster troubles flare again
BELFAST (AP) - Britain is sending a thou-

sand more troops to Northern Ireland follow-

ing three days of Protestant violence over a
thwarted march through a Catholic enclave.

Angered by police resolve -to prevent the

march, which Protestant hard-liners claim as

their historic right, gangs of youths attacked

officers with gasoline bombs and rocks,

hijacked and set fire to vehicles and blocked
streets with burning barricades.

Firemen said they answered more than 180
calls overnight, the most ever.

Violence began Sunday after police stopped

die Orange Order, the province’s dominant
pro-British Protestant fraternal group, from
routing an annual march as usual through the

main Catholic district in Portadown 25 miles

(40 kms) southwest of Belfast
Incidents escalated overnight across much of

the province. Police reported that 49 officers

and 37 civilians had been wounded since

Sunday, while another 87 were arrested for

participating in the riots throughout Northern
Ireland.

Police said they fired about 350 plastic bul-

lets to feud off mobs and are increasingly

reliant on heavier armed and armored British

soldiers in many areas.

The British army said it was sending two

more battalions, about 1 ,000 soldiers, raising

troop levels in the British-ruled province to

18,500, the highest since 1982.
Protestant hard-liners have threatened to

bring Northern Ireland to a standstill if police

don't let (hem march down Garvaghy Road,
Portadown ’s mam Catholic enclave.

Police on Saturday ordered tire parade to be
rerouted, fearing Catholic riots if they didn't.

Protestants have held their ground since

Sunday at the Drumcree Anglican church
north of die town, pitching tents in the grave-

yard.

Many on both sides expect worse confronta-

tions in the' runup to the weekend, when
Protestants traditionally gather round bonfires

and drink late into the night On Friday more
than 80,000 Orange marchers stage mass com-
memorations of their side's victories in - 17di--
century battles.

. “Rightor~wrong.tfae'people's view is:-We’ve : .

had enough,” said the Rev. Eric Smyth, a for- -

mer mayor of Belfast and member of Ian
Paisley's Democratic. Unionist Party.

“Protestant people on the ground are showing
die government that if they won’t let us live

die way we want in our country, then no one
will.”

Gasoline bombs thrown by Protestants

ruined a stretch of shops in predominantly

Protestant east Belfast, a Catholic school in

north Belfast and a Catholic church in the

affluent Protestant town of Donaghadee east of

Belfast- The Catholic curate there was hospi-

talized after being overcome by smoke.
Thirty-two families, mostly Catholics from

north Belfast, have appealed to be rehoused

following intimidation and attacks on their

state-provided homes, the government's
Housing Executive said. Some homes hurried-

ly abandoned have been torched by Protestant

mobs.

At least six firefighters were wounded by
Protestants throwing bricks and bottles.

Ken McClune, spokesman for the Northern
Ireland Fire Brigade, said it answered more
than 180 calls in Belfast overnight - a record,

be-saidySmce Northern Ireland’s “troubles”

ignited in 1969. : .

.

:
;

Pun e- Minister John Major said in London"
that he hoped negotiations could resolve the

situation.

The latest violence has left talks on the

future of Northern Ireland in tatters. Northern
Ireland’s Protestant political parties announced
they would boycott the talks so long as police

blocked the Orange Order march near
Portadown.

Mandela dances in London’s morning sun Bosnia contact group meets in London
LONDON (Reuter) - Nelson
Mandela danced in the early morn-
ing sun in a central London park

yesterday, celebrating an enthusi-

astic reception from star-struck

Britons that he said was "beyond
words”.

The South African president

began the second full day of his

first state visit to Britain by planti-

ng a tree in St Janies' Park, a short

drive from Buckingham Palace

where he spent the night under
Queen Elizabeth's roof.

A crowd of several hundred,

including civil servants in pinstripe

suits on their way to work, turned

up for the ceremony in aid of an

appeal by heir to the throne Prince

Charles to replant the royal parks

following a hurricane in 1987.

African singers and dancers in

traditional costume welcomed
Mandela, dressed in an open
necked shin rather than the suit he

wore for the royal pomp and cere-

mony.
The plane tree planted in his

honor was “strong, dependable and
it lives a long time. It is a Mandela
tree”, the master of ceremonies

told the president.

Asked to sprinkle a spadeful of

earth on the tree's roots, Mandela
shovelled and shovelled until it

was politely suggested he stop. In a

short speech he thanked Britain for

the welcome and support he had

received over the past 30 years.

“The hospitality from the royal

family, the government and the

people, is beyond words. I did

expect a warm welcome but what
actually happened exceeded my
wildest expectations,” he said.

“Not just yesterday and today,

the support has been there for a

long time. During the anti-

apartheid struggle we received

enormous support from the people
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of Britain.”

“I wish I could come here every

week and see all these people and
water the tree,” he concluded.

He then walked over and joined
.

in the dancing as the 55-strong

troupe from all pans of South
Africa chanted his name, to the

delight of spectators some of
whom had risen at dawn to see

him.

On returning to the palace he met
Labor opposition leader Tony Blair

and the secretary-general of the

Commonwealth, Emeka Anyaoku,
before addressing a conference on
investment in South Africa.

British Prime Minister John
Major told 500 potential investors

at the conference that Britain

would champion better access for

South " African goods to (he

European Union.

“South Africa can look to Britain

as a friend in the European Union
who will help South Africa achieve
access for a wider range of prod-

ucts." Majqr said.

Since his visit to South Africa
two years ago, the first by a
British prime minister for 34
years, the two countries had built

“a fellowship for the future" with
cooperation in business, training,

technology and promoting invest-

ment.

THE five-nation “Contact Group”
on Bosnia convened in London yes-

terday to discuss international strat-

egy in a rapidly changing Bosnian
political landscape.

Representatives from the govern-

ments of Britain, Germany, France,

the United Stales and Russia were

expected to examine progress in

implementing the Dayton peace

accord, British foreign office offi-

cials said.

The Contact Group's priority has

been to maintain ptessure on Bosnian

Sob president Radovan Karadzic to

quit power and free the international

war crimes tribunal in The Hague - a

goal it has signally failed to achieve,

as Karadzic continues to outmanou-
vre world pressure and ding to his

position.

The international community is

also trying to support the deeply frac-

tured Moslem-Croat Federation. The
Federation is snuggling to overcome

lingering animosity and mistrust

betweenthe two ethnic communities,

who were at war until the US pushed

them into the alliance in March 1 994.

The world community is also

keen to see justice done in bringing

alleged war criminals to trial in The
Hague.
The military goals of the Dayton

accord have long been achieved,

but in almost every civilian objec-

PETER GRESTE
BELGRADE

tive, die international brokers trying

to reunify Bosnia appear to be
floundering.

The Bosnian Serb parliament

amended its constitution, to estab-

lish a “Senate” consisting of 55
members appointed by the presi-

dent who would also chair the

authority.

Under die amendment the Senate

would act as an advisory body to

“constitutional institutions”, and its

members would enjoy the same
immunity from prosecution as parlia-

mentary deputies.

Although it was not imediately

clear how wide the Senate’s powers
would be, it is almost certain to be
seen as yet another tool for

Karadzic to entrench his power and
protect his hard-line separatist sup-

porters and their policies.

It is also likely to be regarded as

yet another challenge to the interna-

tional demands for Karadzic's com-
plete departure from Bosnian poli-

tics. and another headache for inter-

national mediators trying to sideline

him.

On the other side of the ethnic

gulf, the Moslem-Croat Federation

succeeded in overcoming some of

their differences to pass a key
defense law after weeks of wran-

gling.

The law is aimed at formally

merging the Moslem and Croat

armies into a unified force capable

of matching the Serbs’ military

muscle.

The decision to approve the

merger also clears foe way for some
$240 million worth of military

training and ^hardware from foe

United States and - five Islamic

countries - Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Malaysia, foe United Arab Emirates

and Turkey. •

Together they -will supply arms,

communications and transport

equipment, while a US State

Department spokesman said a con-

tract to coordinate foe training pro-

gramme is likely to be sgried this

week with a private American firm.

The international community also

saw some progress towards bring-

ing war criminals to justice.

War crimes investigators uncov-
ered at least ten corpses that they

believe are Moslem victims of Serb
massacres outside the town of
Srebrenica.

Ai least 6,000 Moslems are listed

as missing -from Srebrenica in what
some observers have described as
foe worst atrocity in Europe since
the World Warm

Opposition

denounces
Niger election
NIAMEY (Reuter) - Opponents
of Niger’s - military leader
General Ibrahim Bare
Mainassara yesterday denounced
his poll victory as an electoral

coup d’etat and said they were
determined that he should not
stay in power.
Provisional results released by

the election commission appoint-
ed by Mainassara showed him
winning outright with 52.22 per-
cent of votes, while ousted civil-

ian - president Maftamane
Ousmane polled 19.75 percent
After two days of confusion at

polling stations around the West
African country, Mainassara
replaced the Independent
National Electoral Commission
(GEN I) with his own appointees
and placed his opponents under
house arrest .

“It’s not even electoral fraud,

it’s pure force," said party offi-

cial Mamane Sani of the National

Movement for a Development
Society (MNSD), the biggest
party in parliament.

Niger’s USTN trade union
organization called a nationwide
general strike from today.
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Commercialism: The big Olympic winner

Anew staftie of Pierre de
Coubenin, the founder of
the modern Olympics,

offers a revealing glimpse of how
far the games have come since the
old baron's days.

Rom one angle, de Coobertin
appears to be stepping from his

stately Greek-columned base right
into “Bud World” a high-energy
entertainment pav i 1 {on/marfceting

tool and one of many corporate
productions that have sprung up
in Atlanta for the Summer
Olympics.
What de Coubertin, who saw

(he Olympics as a means to uplift

humanity, would think about Bud
World! is anyone's guess. One
thing is sure: He couldn't walk
across die street in Atlanta this

summer without being bombard-
ed by Olympic banners, bill-

boards, tents, stages and props
festooned with corporate logos. If

he broke the law, he’d be arrested

by police officers wearing
Powerade drink “holsters” embla-

'

zoned with the company's logo.

The Atlanta Games, to a much
greater extent than any previous

Olympics, are being brought to

you by Coca-Cola, Budweiser, *

AT&T, McDonald’s, Swatch, etc.

Thus, downtown Atlantd'fSnow
the home of Coca-Cola Olympic
City, Bud World and ns accompa- -, -

nying Clydesdale Park. AT&T’s
Global Olympic Village and a

bright blue behemoth called “The
Century of Motion,” courtesy of

General Motors Corporation.
Otter companies not represent-

ed by such attractions have their

logos prominently displayed on
hundreds' of Olympic banners
hanging from street lamps.

“For people who go to the

Olympics, it may he like the peo-
ple who go to certain lands of pro-
fessional conventions, where 50
years ago people went to hear the

lectures and now they go to (he

exhibits- and trade show," said

Michael Jacobson, author of
Marketing Madness and framer
head of the Center for the Study
of Commercialism.
“A lot of people will go to the

Olympics and only go to the trade

show. The athletes are becoming
the sideshow” he said.

Commercialism at the Olympics
didn’t begin in Atlanta. But
there's a reason this summer's
games, which begin July 19, will

take die concept to new heights.

Some of- die world's biggest

companies paid record amounts,

in many cases 540 million apiece,

fra- the right to exploit the venera-

ble rings and torch symbols of the
games. And they aim to get a
return on their huge investment

Some are spending hundreds of
millions more Tor the actual pro-*'

1'

mqtitate. ,

.‘‘Ybu have to justify the bottom- -S

line investment,”, said Jeff Bliss,

who heads the Olympic sponsor
program for Chicago-based Sara

Lee Corporation, which launched

the sponsorship of its packaged-
meats division by laying a 599-
meter-long hot dog around a

sports field.

The corporate presence at the

Olympics has been rapidly grow-
ing since 1 984, when die Summer
Games in Los Angeles showed off

the vast moneymaking power of
die event Major sponsors such as

Coca-Cola. IBM and McDonald's
already have spent a lot of money
to sponsor the Olympics into the

next century.

Bliss and other marketing exec-

utives deny .the games have
become overly commercialized.
The point is to generate goodwill
with consumers, they say, adding

that it would be self-defeating to

go overboard.

“We care about what our con-

sumers think and know how they

feel. We know that, because we
listen to their opinions” said

Mark Preisinger, a spokesman for

Atlanta-based Coca-Cola’s
Olympic program.
“What we hear from them is it's

not an issue,” Preisinger said.

“Believe me, if we heard from
consumers that we were not doing
this the right way or were overdo-

ing It, we’d change.”

Some -
Critics say the heavy

commercial presence at the 1996
Games Is. a natural outgrowth of
Atlanta's busmess-is-cverything

psyche. There’s a grain of truth

there, but there is much more to

it

Discounts are what count

Atlanta’s games are especially

ripe for a marketing onslaught

because of organizers’ substantial

reliance on corporate funding.

Although taxpayers are contribut-

ing many millions of dollars for

such things as security and road

improvements, the core funding

of the Atlanta Games comes from
the private sector.

About one-third of the $1.7
billion tab for the games is

being paid by sponsorship rights

fees.

“The games people will see in

Atlanta could not have taken

place on that grand a scale with-

out corporate assistance. The
trade-off iff the right to use the

Olympic symbols,” said Scott

Mall, a spokesman at the Atlanta

Committee for the Olympic
Games.
Each sponsor project has had to

pass muster with Olympic orga-

nizers. and some proposals have

been rejected. Mall said. He
would not say what has been

tamed down.
People are accustomed to a lot

of marketing big events, and will

hardly be shocked by the com-
mercial presence at the Olympics,
said Bob Lachky, vice president

fra* Budweiser brands at

Anheuser-Busch Co.
“It’s part of the landscape, part

of American culture, too. It’s a
capitalistic society,” he said. •

“You’ve got to have a little whim-
sy andfun.” (AP)

GREER FAY CASHMAN

I
N vintage Hollywood movies,

a woman would lift her spirits

by purchasing a new hat After
this week’s bout of new economic
decrees, it's doubtful that a new
hat would do the trick. With salary

erosion destined for terrifying

depths, even a whole new outfit,

let alone a hat will not detract

from the bleak picture ahead.
Was it coincidental that the

Treasury announced its plans dur-
ing the three-week mourning peri-

od between the 17th ofTamuz and
Tisha Be’av?
For those of us already making

self-denial lists in the face of
impending austerity, clothing will

probably rank high. Suddenly
those of us who are constantly

complaining that we have nothing

to wear will discover thar our
Closets are literally bulging with
wearables.

Even so, there's always that yen
to buy something extra - not nec-
essarily anything extravagant, but
something that still conveys a

sense of newness. For anyone
who wants to give in to that temp-
tation, this is probably the best

time, before the budget cuts go
into effect and prices start to soar.

End-of-season sales are well
and truly underway, with dis-

counts of 20-50 percent. Tel Aviv-

based designer Bracha Bar-On
has a good selection of timeless

mix-and-match separates, mostly

in black or white or a combina-
tion of the two. Jeel, which caters

mainly for the 1 6-25 age group, is

also offering separates, many of
them in plastic, wet-look cre-

ations which, according to pre-

views, will be the dominant trend

next year. Only women with the

trimmest figures should bother

looking at the racks in Castro and
Honigman stores, where the

clothes mi display are strictly for

clients of skeletal proportions.

Women who are a little more
well-rounded will do better for

themselves with the looser fitting

styles of Dorin Frankfurt, Dorit
Sadeh and Stefanel; while those
who tend to be more buxom will

find exactly what they're looking

for at Matim Li or Four Seasons.
Anyone who gets a special kick

out of wearing international

designer labels should take them-
selves off to the Wear House in

the Herzliya Pituah industrial

zone, where a DKNY crepe pants

suit originally marked at NIS
1,800 is now available for NIS
r,400: 'and an- Escada skirt and
matching jacket has been reduced
from NIS 3,400 to NIS 1,295.

Ifttese prices are daunting, take

heart Body skimmer dresses are

going for as little as NIS 300 and
linen suits for NIS '800.

V

Mermaids will no doubt find this man’s Jed outfit appealing.

This Stefanel outfit offers looser-fitting comfort and style. (Faragi

If anything in excess of NIS
300 is too steep, try the second-

hand stores. Not everything on
display has been worn before.

There are also attractive items sal-

vaged from close-outs or sent

from abroad to individuals who

had no use for them. And if you
don't mind something slightly

worn, you might be lucky enough
to find a genuine Christian ' Dior
dress in near perfect condition for

as little as NIS 150. It’s certainly

worth the rummage.

Making sure the gas bills are correct

CONSUMERS who have been getting gas

pains from tteir gas bills may be disap-

pointed to discover that there is little to be

done about this particular form of colic— otter

than becoming fanatical zealots where compara-

tive shopping is concerned. Or ceasing to con-

sume the product altogether.

ME, a customer of Supesgas, noted a steady

increase in his gas bills between December 1 994
and March 1996, as well as the addition of a

monthly cover charge (fayuv kavua).

He wants to know if there are any bodies regu-

lating these “whimsical" hikes, and whether he is

allowed to change his supplier - though he

doubts whether “other suppliers would be any

better, once they have you in their clutches.”

Energy Ministry legal sdvisor Ze'ev Afik sadly

admits that there is very little price discrepancy

among the major companies. Regarding the

smaller, less well-known ones, who may charge

less, says Oded Menkes, ministry gas department

chief engineer. “Consumers should be wary of
unknowns, who may sacrifice safety in order to

lower prices.”

Tell-tale signs of reckless unprofessionalism are

telephone diagnoses about possible gas leaks, and

slow arrival to investigate customer complaints.

According to Afik, the law governing the supply

and sale of gas was amended in 1989, opening the

market to a little “healthy competition.”

Whereas previously consumere had to select a

gas company and stay “married” to it, subsequent-

ly they were aDowed to switch over to a competi-

tor. (Many of you may remember that period, as

newcomer gas companies began to “woo” oar

business,through attractive offers of lower prices.)

Nevertheless, this was not a total move towards

privatization, as the Ministry of Energy still kept

its hawk eye on the gas companies, by regulating

and supervising both safety,and pricing.

CAVEAT EMPTOR!
RUTHIE BLUM

Then, a year ago, the government released its

control overpricing. This, too, according to Afik,

was done theoretically to “stimulate competition

for the benefit of the consumer.” In practice,

however, “the prices have continued to rise.”

Snpergas general manager Zvi Tager denies

that gas prices have risen. “In fact,” he says “gas

is between 22 and 33% cheaper in real terms than

It was five years ago.

“Before the law was changed in 1 989, the gov-
ernment put a freeze on gas prices which lasted

nearly five years, in spite of inflation.

“The demand on us to provide expensive ser-

vices - such as regular inspections, door-to-door

delivery and installation even of small balloons,

[and] insurance to cover gas-related accidents -

remained, however.”
Subsequently, he says, Pazgas collapsed, and

then merged with Petrolgas. This collapse,

according to Tager, is what finally caused the

government to pay attention to what the gas com-
panies had been claiming all along: that they can-

not survive with their hands tied.

Pazgas general manager in Jerusalem Yitzhak

Kialy sent me a copy of fee “Charter for the

Quality of Service and Rights of the Customer in

the Gas Market,” drafted jointly in Januaiy 1995 by
gas company and Energy Ministry representatives.

In it, the gas companies commit to providing all

services demanded by the government, without

raising the price of gas more than 10% Shove the

cost-of-living index. They are also permitted to

charge NIS 5 per month to cover these services.

And customers are allowed to change suppliers.

So, Mf., take heed.

“So far,” says Kialy, “not only have we abided

by the charter, but we are still charging less than

we are allowed to."

And this, he stresses, is no easy feat, since “an

Israeli family’s consumption of gas is in direct

proportion to its standard of living: as the latter

increases, the former decreases, making our
toughest competitor the electric company."
One more point for MJ5

. and other dissatisfied

customers. According ro the above charier, every

gas company must have an ombudsman's office

to deal with complaints, the address and phone
number of which must appear on the gas bills.

Complaints must be dealt with in under 30 days.

In the event that these are not dealt with swiftly

enough or to the satisfaction of the customer, they

should be passed on to the Gas Department of the

Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure.

You are invited to offer personal stories about

goods and services in this country. Write to:

Ruthie Blum, FOB 81, 91000 Jerusalem.

BARGAIN BASEMENT

OFFERS

RECORD OF HEBREW
COINAGE - for quick identification,

70 x 55 cm, NIS 100. 03^6357718.

BRIDAL GOWN- US size 8, NIS
300. 09-568891.
MEN’S WHITE SILK SUIT -

large, worn once, NIS 250. 04-

S 145841-
‘STEEL DIVAN - with pull-out

bed, NTS 300. 04-8837649.

RED MINIDRESS - French

designer, English size 12. worn once,

NIS 100. 03-641961 2.

WASHING MACHINE- large, m
good condition, NIS 300. 04-

8708540.

HUNDREDS OF LP RECORDS
- classical with famous artists, musi-

cals, together with storage cupboard,

NIS 300. 09-331228.
. „

SURFBOARD & LEACH - 1.7

roettre, NIS 300.43-5224467.

RUMPOLE OMNIBUS - paper-

back, NIS 15; Rivers in the Desert,

NIS 15. 04-8241207. ' _
CASSETTE TAPES - Smith

Corona “H” series, NIS 20 ea4- 07-

734901

501 LEVIS JEANS - new. 32x32

and 27x30. blue, NIS 180 each. 09-

589335. m
DANISH CORNER SOFA BED

-

teak/brown corduroy, central storage

box, 217x146 cm, NK 300 o.b.a 09-

583074. _
•

SOFA BED - excellent condition,

opens to two beds, has storage draw-

er. NTS 300. 03-571 835L

BIKE - child’s, excellent cewu-

tion, like new. with safety wheels,

NIS 300 o.b.o. 09-34^72, eves.

SINGLE MATTRESS -jxceltaJt

condition. Sealy Pasrarepedw, Nib

300. 03-6956733.

LA. GEAR RUNNINGSHOES
~

nevTmen’s size
.

46. NIS 16a 02-

^CWPBOARD - far bedroom, 2 m.

x 2 m., S doors, dismantled by car-

penter, wood, NIS 250. 02-636420.

STOVE & GRILL -NIS 300. 02-

433583, NS.'

2 ELECTRO-HEATERS - con-

vector wall-hangers, 2000 W„ excel-
' lent condition, NIS 1 50 each. 02-

272414, NS.
14j4 MODEM - new, plus free

month of Internet, NIS 270. 634940.
STANDING FAN - good condi-

tion, NIS 50; 2 jigsaw puzzles, 550
pieces each, one new in box, NIS 30
each; assorted cassettes, NTS 90 for

whole lot. 02-234862.
HOOVER CANISTER VACU-

UM CLEANER - 220 V., plus

attachments, US-made, NIS 200. 02-

S27Q48.
DINING TABLE - fonnica, off-

white, 1 x 1.5, NIS 150; microwave

cart, white. NIS 75; telephone stand,

dark wood, NIS 45. 02-858850. NS.

4 QUEEN-SIZE SHEETS - new.

American, NIS 120 for all; mkro-cas-

Ste playen new, NIS 180. 02-

34186S.

4 DIRECTOR CHAIRS -folding,

bbek, from Europe, excellent condi.

tionjNIS 80 each. Yael, 02-6524936,

NS
PUMP SHOES - 'new. gray, size

11 NIS 75; White sandals, TO WW,
N3S 75; Birkenslock, beige, NIS .100.

02-866954.
PRINTER RIBBONS - Canon

. BC-02, NTS 80 each. Adam, 02-

233019.
television STAND-NIS 200.

02-450081.
SNEAKERS - new, beautiful,

• ReehOk high-tops, black and white,

with air cushions, size 10 (43), NIS
295.02-6520433.
LIVING-ROOM FURNITURE

-

wine-colored, round chair, NIS 300.

02-631990, NS.

TANYA - Leukurei Amorim

,

Hebrew-English . hardcover, mint

condition. NIS 75 o.b.0. .02-286338,

NS. .

HEBREW-ENGLISH TRANS-
LATOR - NIS 200. 02-645 1 468.

GAS HEATER - almost new, NIS
200. 02-334828.

4 CHAIRS - white-red, with white

table, for kitchen or balcony, NIS 1 80;

table and chairs. NIS 150. 02-253304.

WHITE BED - with mattress,

good condition, NIS 300. 02-344373,

NS.
CITIZEN ANSWERING

MACHINE - working order, no
instructions. NTS 120. 02-810767,

NS.
OVAL DINING-ROOM TABLE

- glass and chrome, plus 4 padded

chain, NIS 300- 02-653 9262.

4 BOTTLES OPTI-FREE
A1XON - contact lens solution, 470
mL, NIS 40 each; instructional guitar

video, NIS 110. 02-9931247.

WOOD SUCCA - prefabricated,

2^0 m. x 3.20 m, NIS 300 o.b.o. 02-

738395.
MEN’S DIVER WATCH - Casio,

analog-digital silver with blue face.m 200. 02-334758, NS.
Hl-CHAIR— American brand, like

new, NIS 200. 02-9932126.

FOLDING BICYCLE - NIS 200;

medicine cabinet, NIS 30. 02-664187.

PANASONIC PHONE - new,

maDY features, NIS 300. 02-5711386.
LBLADERUNNER’ ROLLER

BLADES - nearly new, size 12, NIS
275. 02-257089, NS.
BED FOR NEWBORN BABY -

white painted wood, rocking motion,

excellent condition, NIS 200. 02-

6514208, NS.
MANDELKORN CONCOR-

DANCE - small, NIS 55; Tea Tree

OB, 100 ml, NIS 90. 02-65L3741

.

3 CHAIRS - NIS 40; mirror with

frame, NIS 20; standing lamp, NIS
20; gas range top, NIS 50; gas heater,

NIS 100.02-784687.
CALORIC RANGE HOOD -

new in box, good for any brand range,

NIS 300. 02-373314, NS.
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER -

Brother AX-10, portable, as new. NIS
300. 02-854689. NS.
30 PAPERBACKS - John

Grisham, Barbara Taylor Bradford,

Ken Follett, etc., NIS 10 each. 02-

S64789, NS.
FRIDGE - Friedman, family size,

NIS 300. 02-610067.

MOTOR FOR AEG OEKOMAT
539 WASHER - needs repair, NIS
100; bicycle helmet, new in box, NIS
60. 02-272738, NS.
KARATE SUIT - for 1 2-year-old,

NIS 60; Dr. Marten's shoe, high top.

Air Cushion, leather, NIS 240. 02-

610746.
GIRLS’ BICYCLE - 6-speed,

good condition, plus new tin: pump,
NIS 250. 02-816755.

DOUBLE-BED MATTRESS - 5

years old, NIS 50, plus 2 single mat-

tresses. NIS 25 each. 02-618158.

LEARN JAPANESE - 3 vols..

NIS 50 each; Advanced Japanese,

NIS 40; Current Japanese, NIS 40;

French-French dictionary, Le Pent

Lime, NIS 60. 02-815560-

6 DINING CHAIRS -good condi-

tion, upholstered. NIS 300. 02-

422293.

FOLDING LEAF DINING
TABLE- 1.80 x 0.80 folly open, 0J20

x 0,80 closed, new, NIS 300. 02-

791242.

DESK AND CHAIR - NIS 100:

steel folding card table, NTS 125;

medium-size stool, NIS 35; end table,

NIS 40. 02-669671.

CARPET - bronze wool, small,

NIS 85; Amcor aril beater, perfect

condition, NIS 100: Philips vacuum
hags. NIS 115. 02-6726543.

FOAM MATTRESS -for

esophageal reflux sufferers, excellent

condition, NIS 100; 2 motixer-of-bridc

gowns, excellent condition, NIS 100
each. 02-5670668.

‘UNHOLY TRINITY’ - NIS 50;

The Secret War against the Jews, NIS
50.02-874071.

40 STANDARD LID JARS - for

canning, NIS 50. 02-6536453.
ELECTRIC LAWN MOWER -

NIS 300. 02-362638.

PANTS - new, size 16, khaki-col-

ored with matching bell. Bugle Boy
brand, NIS 55. 02-868937.
SINGER ZIGZAG SEWING

MACHINE - for parts. NIS 100. 02-

610089.
CANON TYPESTAR 5

PORTABLE - electronic typewriter,

with case. with battery

reebarger/transformer, also operates

on electricity, small, light, like new,
NIS 200. 02-669702.

WANTED

CLASSIC COMPACT DISCS -

09-828985.
SOFA BED - to sleep two. and

youth bed. only in good condition. 07-

S72643.

SUNBEAM ELECTRIC RAZOR
- 03-5286654.

DOG CARRIER - very large, air--

line-approved. 07-356982/02-

731786.
CAR SEAT - excellent condition

only. 08-9262574.

STEP-UP TRANSFORMER; -

blender. 02-6451468.

BABY STROLLER - like new,

pink or purple or flowered, with

reclining position. 02-831486.

LEATHER RECLINER - good
condition, for woman after accident.

02-6594382/257986. NS.

MASSAGE TABLE - 02-81 7064.

evenings.

USED ELECTOR BOOKS - of

301. 302, 303 electronics circuits. 02-

6525028.

TOYS - for 2-year-old visiting

granddaughter. 02-630712.

GUITAR PLAYER - for young
woman with lovely voice and musical

training. Michal, 02-724878, morn-
ings.

4-6 DINING CHAIRS - excellent

condition. 02-242455, NS.

FILE CABINET - 4-drawer; sin-

gle bed, 36 inches, box spring mat-

tress; dining-room table, expandable

or drop-leaf. 02-634402.
SWIMMING POOL TICKETS -

willing to buy. 02-61 7219.

TOUCH THE WALLS/TOUCH
THE LIGHT - videotape, to buy.

Feiga, 02-287065.
CHILD’S LEFTY BASEBALL

GLOVE - and adult righty baseball

glove. 02-9932980. NS.
FILING CABINET - 3 or 4

drawers, good condition. 02-361284,

NS.
NEW STANDARD JEWISH

ENCYCLOPEDIA - Masada. 1970.

02-635403.

OLD CLOCKS - and watches. 02-

823788.
OLD BOOKS - 02-81 266Z

2 KITTENS - male and female,

cute and cuddly, looking for loving

home. 02-664570.
BLACK/WHITE KITTY -

adorable, for adoption, now. 4 kittens

available next month. 02-663323,
NS.
PERSIAN CAT - 5 years old.

immediate, because of allergy. 02-

785785. NS.
SEVERAL SWEET KITTENS -

of various colors and friendly, loving
male puppy, free to good homes. 02-

283521. NS.
2 FEMALE KITTENS - from fine

family, seeking loving and supportive
homes. 02-665269. NS.
BEAUTIFUL GENTLE KIT-

TENS - to give away to loving home.
02-765695. NS.
DOG COMPANION - looking for

caring dog sitter for 5-year-old dog,
from August IS ro September 30. 02-

731786.

Sorry, no listings accepted without a coupon

BARGAIN BASEMENT - FREE CLASSIFIEDS
BARGAIN BASEMENT accepts ads ol up to 20 words free of charge on these

conditions:Only one ad per household per week. THE LIMIT per ad in the ‘otters'

section is a TOTAL of NIS 300, and the price ol each iem must be stated in shekels.

The toflowfng ads are NOT accepted: business offers; apartment sales, rentals or

j

exchanges; car sales: job otters; situations wanted; sotatatonx (or donatains; offers ot

marriage or otter personal relattonshqs. Ads musl be printed in English and submitted

on the attached coupon. ADS MAY NOT BE SUBMITTED BY PHONE OB FAX. The

right to reject or ecSt any ed te reserved.

Ads must reach The Bargain Basement, The Jerusalem Post. Rehcw Yirmeyahu in

Romero (ROB ei, Jerusalem 91 000) by NOON Sunday ol tte week ol publication.

Because ofspace limitations, ads ray be held overand published the following week.

The price of each item must be staled
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THOUGH it is too early to gauge the suc-

cess of Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu's first visit to the US as prime

minister, it appears he has made prudent diplo-

matic use of a famous capitalistic tenet called

transparency. In financial markets, investors

expect companies to disclose all details relating

to profits, losses and strategic plans, even if

these details are negative. The temptation to

conceal such information is great, but in the end
full disclosure pays, since it enhances reliabili-

ty, and ultimately helps locate common ground
between potential partners.

For Netanyahu it would have been much eas-

ier, in his meeting with President Bill Clinton

and in his speech to the joint session of
Congress, to hide behind smoke screens and
create the impression that he would turn his

back on his voters now that he is in office.

But the prime minister chose to be transparent

and clearly and plainly presented his views on
Israel’s relations with the Palestinian Authority,

negotiations with Syria, regional autocracy and
economic freedom.

Given this - not to mention Clinton's mis-

guided backing of Shimon Peres during the

election campaign - it is no surprise that die two
men seemed somewhat distant despite their

generational, cultural, and personal similarities.

Netanyahu's insistence on not promising to

halt further settlement construction may have
made his host feel uncomfortable. But it may
also have made the US administration respect

Netanyahu as a man committed to his cause, no
less than his two predecessors to theiis.

Moreover, since premier did not hesitate to

enunciate those policies they apparently dislike,

Clinton and his aides had equally good reason to

take at face value the other things Netanyahu
said - like his promises to unshackle Israel's

centralized economy in the spirit of the

American ethos of laissez-faire, and to uphold
American values of personal freedom and pub-

lic security in a region infamous for its dispar-

agement of these.

Indeed, when pul in this broader context die

gulf between Netanyahu and his hosts narrows

considerably, and the disagreements assume the

proportions of tactical rather than strategic dif-

ferences.

Both Israel and the US agree on the need to

pacify the Middle Bast and base their own soci-

eties on freedoms of speech, association, move-
ment and ownership.

In praise of honesty
Of course, this is not the case with Israel’s

neighbors, particularly Syria. Even before

studying Netanyahu's charges that Damascus
was at least passively involved in recent terror-

ist attacks, such as in Dhahran late last month,
the State Department cannot ignore Syria's

human rights record within its own borders.

In a world where hundreds of millions of pre-

viously oppressed people now freely elect their

leaders in multi-party systems, and where a for-

merly Marxist China allows its people to freely

choose their economic destiny. Syria looms as a
monument to the old world order.

A country which closes its borders - with all its

neighbors - to free movement of goods, and
which systematically obstructs the activity of for-

eign investors - whether by allowing bureaucrats

to charge bribes anywhere along die licensing

and shipment process, or by tapping every fax

and modem line in the country- not only violates

human rights, but also chokes its own economy.
With its fixation on military grandeur and

political belligerency. Syria has shaped an econ-

omy addicted to the extraction of its very limit-

ed mineral deposits, maintains a labor force

shackled to pre-industrialized fanning, has a

population-explosion problem which is among
die world’s worst, and an unemployment crisis

which, paradoxically, has already led more than

half a million Syrians to work for their captive

Lebanese.

Other Middle Eastern regimes, while still lag-

ging behind the democratic Zeitgeist are mak-
ing genuine and often successful efforts to catch

up economically. Not Syria.

In the past, the State Department would treat

Syria delicately because of its Soviet patronage.

But the Cold War ended years ago, and Syria's

clout has diminished considerably.

For a while, immediately after the fall of the

Berlin Wall, Damascus seemed to be aware of
this shift in the balance of power. But it has
now backtracked, either because it was under

the impression that its Russian backbone can be

restored to its pre-Gorbachev might, or because

the changes it was required to undergo were
simply too difficult for Syrian President Hafez

Assad to stomach.

Either way. Syria’s recalcitrant leadership

threatens not only Israel, but the West as a
whole. Had Netanyahu not conveyed this mes-

sage to Washington, he would have failed in his

duty as a friend and admirer of America and its

people.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ARAFAT’S LIES

Sir, - The obsessive efforts of

Misha Lovish to clear the tsaddik

Yasser Arafat of any suspicion of

wrongdoing leads him to ignore not

only that gentleman's repeated

prognostications of Israel's elimina-

tion as a state and the dispersal (or

whatever) of its Jews, but also Ara-

fat’s own attestation that the Pales-

tinian National Covenant is alive. It

would save Mr. Louvish a lot of

time and energy if he would leam,

once and. for all, that Arafat was
lying eight years ago and then again

later, if he said the covenant had

been revoked. The covenant could

in fact be revoked or amended only

by the “Palestinian National Coun-

cil,” and then only by a two-thirds

majority.

Arafat himself used this fact time

after time for over two years as an

explanation for the covenant’s not

being revoked. He claimed he was

unable to muster the necessary two-

thirds majority. Maybe Mr. Louvish

will try to understand then why the

covenant has still not been revoked,

or amended, and how it is that when
the council finally did meet it decid-

ed - now, in 1996 - only that a

committee, to be appointed, would

determine which clauses should be

amended in that stin live and barbar-

ic document
One statement in Mr. Louvish's

letter was correct He described a

sentence in my published article as a

falsehood. It was; only it was not

what I had written - there had been

an editing error.

Referring to the PNC’s decision I

wrote: “in effect, ft repeated, after

nearly three years, no more than the

original 1993 undertaking marie by
Arafat— and the covenant remains in

force anti! a ‘committee’ decides

which clauses are to be amended.”

A NEW IDEA
Sir, - Despite the investment of

huge sums of money no solution has

yet been found to prevent the car-

nage on the roads. Here is a new
approach that may succeed where

other efforts have failed.

SHMUEL KATZ
Tel Aviv
EdJJ>.
We regret the editing error in Mr.

Katz's original piece.

Let the country be divided into

small sectors. A kibbutz would be a

single sector as would a moshav or

small village. Each town and city

neighborhood would be a sector.

Each sector would be allotted a

number of points according to the

umber of registered drivers and

types of vehicles concerned (more

points would be allotted for semi-

trailers than for private cars). Each
driving infringement would lose the

sector points. At the end of an
agreed period the sectors with most

points in their accounts would have

money invested in their social infra-

structure in the same way as Mifal

HaPayis builds dubs and sports

facilities.

CHILDREN IN POLITICS

Sir, - The appearance of politi-

cians together with children m the

television spots of the political par-

ties has been classified as “political

pedophilia” by Yitzhak Kadman,
the Director of the National Council

for the Quid (“Children have no

place in campaigns,” TheJerusalem

Post, May 10).

David Newman of the Humphrey
Institute of Social Research of Ben-

Gurion University also wrote that

“the use of children, by all political

parties from Meretz to Moledet to

distribute material... is a disturbing

phenomenon - a kind of political

pedophilia” (“Manipulation of
minds," The Jerusalem Post, June

T).

As in the area of personality dis-

order (which includes sexual devi-

ation as pedophilia), it is important

that such a diagnosis be applied with

care. Mental health professionals

wOl only use such a classification

“when the definition is regarded as

a major personality disturbance with

such a degree of chronicfty and per-

vasiveness in personality function as

to dominate the individual’s orienta-

tion to a social life” (Basic Hand-
book of Child Psychiatry, Joseph

Noshpitz, page 35). In other words:

we should save the serious words for

the serious phenomena.

As long as children were not skip-

ping school for it, nor dodging care

at dangerous intersections, I don't

consider it a serious phenomenon.
1 also don’t think that children

appearing with politicians on TV
spots was such a terrible thing. It

only shows how . hypocritical our

politicians are: children were fooled

to believe that they were suddenly

involved in politics. They were

fooled, because immediately after

the elections, no politician is seen

anymore with youngsters.

DR. PHILIP VEERMAN,
Defence for Children International,

Israel Section

Jerusalem.

Newspapers would be asked to

print league tables similar to those

showing the league positions of

sports dub. The large amount of
sectors would not allow for the ap-

pearance in the tables of every sec-

tor, but the top thirty sectors would
appear once a week. The positions

would change as teams lost or con-

solidated points.

A stigma would be attached to

drivers who caused their communi-
ties to lose points. It is perhaps this

point that would prove most effec-

tive in lessening the number of road

accidents.

_ MICHAEL ALGE
Kiryai Tivon.

UGLY SYNAGOGUE
Sir, - On page 3 of June IPth’s

Jerusalem Post, Z noticed a photo-

graph which seemed to represent an
artistic rearrangement of the ugly

Haifa refineries.

Alas, the caption says that this isa

model for a synagogue to be con-

structed at Tel Aviv University.

I checked the date to make sure

this wasn’t an April 1 joke, but no,

we were in June.

Please allow me to express my
dismay.

EVA TOREN
Tel Aviv.

IS PRINT PASSE
Sir, - After reading Mr. Charles

Krauthammer’s article, “The great

screen scam” (J.P., June 26), I bad
to quickly put my thoughts on paper.

There is still that relief of venting

one's emotional turmoil in writing,

and, dare 1 say it, it is not the same as

putting ft on the computer screen.

You see, though 1 love Mr.

Krauthammer’s articles and usually

agree with him, this time I beg to

differ. No computer screen, no mat-

ter how advanced and easy lo read,

can substitute for curling up and

reading good book or eating break-

fast with that paper in hand.

JUDYABIR
Jerusalem.

OLEG& 96

Terrorists’ haven
THE aftershock of the bomb

blast in Dhahran, Saudi
Arabia, a fortnight ago in

which 1 7 Americans died and 250
others were injured is intensify-

ing. A 70-strong CIA-backed spe-

cialist team is trying to trace the

instigators.

But ofgreater significance is the

major crisis developing between
the US and Saudi Arabia.

A damage control operation is

under way in a desperate attempt

to paper over the widening cracks
between Riyadh and Washington.
A worried President Clinton sent

FBI chief Louis J. Freeh off to

Saudi Arabia, and Defense
Secretary William J. Percy said all

was well with King Fahd.

But Saudi sources report that the

desperately sick king can no longer

control his troublesome family of
brothers, half-brothers and other

relatives jostling to seize the

throne. The family is split between
those who want to retain their

alliance with the US and those who
want their country to remain strict-

ly Moslem, with growing ties lo the

fundamentalism that is sweeping
the Arab world.

The strains in the Washington-^
Riyadh relationship go back to

well before Dhahran.
Following Desert Storm in

1991. Washington decided to set

up an emergency base in Saudi
Arabia where vast quantities of
warplanes, tanks, artillery and
other heavy weapons would be
permanently stationed. If a new
threat arose US manpower could

be flown fast to protect American
oil interests in the Middle East.

This move came in response to

intelligence reports of both Iran

and Iraq openly nurturing ambi-
tions to seize control of the vast

oil reserves in Saudi Arabia and
the Gulf states, including Kuwait,
despite the defeat of Saddam
Hussein five years 3go. Their rea-

son is simple: He who controls

the vast oil reserves of the Middle
East controls the world.

To Washington's consternation,

the normally cooperative, pro-
Western King Fahd rejected the

American plan. His intelligence

service warned that such a step

would further fuel Saudis' grow-
ing resentment over the way their

country is being turned into a
“vast Yankee aircraft carrier.”

To compound the situation

impoverished middle-class Saudis
are increasingly outraged by their

URI DAN
DENNIS E1SENBERG

official put to it to us: “The con-
nection between Baghdad and
Yemen is so strong that the finger

of suspicion points straight at

Saddam - at least in this

profligate princes’ squandering of
billions of dollars in the

“cesspools” of the West, especial-

ly when services and subsidies to

ordinary citizens are being cut
because of falling oil revenues.

Weary of futile arguments with

Fahd, the Americans turned to

Qatar, which allowed them to
build their vast base on its soil.

US intelligence

believes the deadly

truck that exploded

in Saudi Arabia was
loaded up in Yemen

Fahd’s fears were soon realized.

There were bomb attacks in

Riyadh, the most recent last

November, killing five Americans
in 'a massive blast Four. Saudis
.were, .caught, and .promptly,

beheaded. ....... .

The FBI’was deeply angered’ by
the Saudis' refusal to allow them to

interrogate the men before their exe-

cution. It bluntly accused the Saudis

of deliberately preventing them
from obtaining key information.

In the wake of the latest atroci-

ty, the FBI is certain that had it

had access to the beheaded terror-

ists' confession prior to their exe-
cution, it would almost certainly

have been in a position to prevent

the latest attack at Dhahran. The
FBI claims it would have discov-

ered whom the terrorists were
working for. Worse, it believes

that the Saudis know, but aren’t

telling.

The writers of this column have
learned something even more dam-
aging: US intelligence's conviction

that the two-and-a-half tons of
explosives that blew up the Khobar
Towers building were loaded onto

the deadly truck in Yemen.

YEMEN is well known as the

ultimate “badlands,” the place
where terror groups based in Iran,

Iraq and Syria have total freedom
to do as they please. Saddam
Hussein’s intelligence service has
a strong base there.

As one senior US intelligence

instance
”

This information has caused
consternation among the largest

and most skilled of FBI
experts ever assembled outside

the US as they strive to solve the

mystery of who drove die bomb-
laden truck up to die US complex
in Dhahran, and who sent iL

There are several loose ends,

like .die mystery of another red
Chevrolet truck, also loaded with
high explosives, that wound its

way around the Middle East,

including countries like Jordan
and maybe Saudi Arabia.

Saudi intelligence reports

regarding this truck and its crew
are so contradictory that die FBI
regards die Saudis’ handling of
the issue as nothing short of a
scandal.

.

To the question of who sent

both trucks — die Iranians, die

Syrians or the Iraqis - die Saudis
have no answer. Their coyness

. stems from fear that the gathering
- -tide, of Saudi anti-Western senti-

ment could grow into a full-scale)

revolt if the authorities are seen as

being too helpful to' the US.
The one sure item of informa-

tion in FBI hands is that two
Saudis hostile to the royal family
came to an agreement in Beirut

nine months ago concerning
Saudi volunteers who would be
trained by Iranian Iron. Guards

• working hand-in-hand with
Hizbullah terrorists to carry out
mass tenor attacks in their home-
land. One of the dissidents is

Abdul Wahab Khairi, who hails

from a town close to Dhahran.'

News of this cooperation for

terror has caused no small embar-
rassment in the State Department,
which hasbeen engaged in a mas-
sive effort over the past two years
to wipe Damascus clean of any
taint of terrorism. Hie aim has

pbeen to persuade Israelis to nego-
tiate with Assad, a “worthy peace
partner."

Now here is very clear proof of
Saudi citizens being trained,

under a Syrian umbrella, to topple
the royal house of Saud.

THE terms left and right get

bandied about all the time.

The mere mention of one

or the other can, in oar political

atmosphere, arouse animosity or

worse. But all one need do js

glance at a dictionary to see that

in the Israeli political context

left and right are total mifc-

nomers.
Genuine leftists believe in nar-

rowing the economic gap

between rich and poor or elimi-

nating it altogether, assuring

guaranteeing them decent woo-
ing conditions cm the job.

Genuine rightists believe jri

minimal if any governmental

.

interference in the conduct of pri-

vate enterprise while predicating

die national welfare and well-

being of society as a whole on the

monetary success of the business

community.
.Leftists advocate racial, ethnic,

sexual and religious equality,

generous allocations of public

funds for the furtherance of the

arts and sciences and protection

of the. natural environment from

excessive exploitation by profit-

motivated interests.

Rightists stress the importance

of preserving national traditions,

encouraging religiosity and
strengthening religious tnstitu-

tions while : emphasizing patrio-

tism and military service.

To affix these terms to Israel’s

national debate over the future

status of the West Bank, Gaza
Strip and Golan Heights is

absurd, just as it is ridiculous to

describe the political “doves” of
the Labor and Meretz parties as

leftists or die Likud, Tsomet and
Moledet “hawks” as rightists.

WHEN DID foe luminaries of the

former Labor-Meretz government
ever show concern far the fact

that the thousands of Palestinian

workers who commuted daily to

Israel were underpaid, denied the

social benefits of Israelis and
underwent severe personal hard-

ship (stringent security checks;

just to get to theirjobs?

And wasn’t it the same govern-
ment that allowed a quarter of a

.
million foreign workers to

replace the Palestinians barred

entry as-a result-of the closure to

be hired at average monthly
fi«; salaries. of:$31 5: placed in sub-i

i

standard housing (15 to a room) •

and rendered totally dependent
on die contractors who employed
them or the manpower agencies

that imported them fra- medical .

services?

Does it make political sense to

brand Prime Minister Netanyahu
as a rightist despite the fact that

he opposes the arbitrary and arti-

ficial separation of Israelis and
Palestinians advocated by such
“leftists” as former foreign minis-

lt is quite absurd to

affix these labels

-to Israel's

territorial debate

The writers are authors ofThe
Mossafo Secrets of the Israeli

Secret Service and other books on
the Middle East.

PICTURE POSTSCRIPT POSTSCRIPTS
MORE FROM “Bizarre Book
Titles”:
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• Japanese Chins (1994)

• Androgynous Objects: String

Bags in Central New Guinea
(1995)

• The Dynamic of Denial Pulp
(1994)

• Gymnastics for Horses (1994)
• Plastic Drinking Glasses and
Church Fathers (1995)

• Illustrated Encyclopedia of
Metal Lunch Boxes (1994)
• Imaging the Scrotum (1995)
• Social Odors in Mammals
(1?82)

• Psychiatric Disorders in Dental
Practise (1994)

• The History of the Concrete
Roofing Tile (1995)

9 Sex,* Death and Fly Fishing

(1995)

• Potato Ecology and Modeling
Under Conditions Limiting
Growth: Proceedings of foe Sec-
ond International Potato Model-
ing Conference (1995) .

• Better Babies and foe Modem
Faim Woman (1995)

The Sun

It's not easy finding a nice, quiet spot in New York where you
can read your newspaper undisturbed- Marvin Schwartz (pic-

tured), who now lives in Netanya, admits this isn’t the middle of
Manhattan but at the Sbawangunk cliffs In New Paltz, New
York; but the photo was taken in the mid-’70s, so by now maybe
this place looks like Manhattan. /Bob Baiteri

NOTICE IN a camping equip-
ment store in the UK (you may
have to read ft a couple of times
to catch its genius):

“This is foe discount of onr win-
ter tent”

Norman Cohen

ter Ehud Barak and former deputy
defense minister Ori Orr on foe
grounds that it is the only way to

preserve an overwhelming Jewish
majority in Israel?

Consider this definition of
“left" from the New Collins
Dictionary and Thesaurus'. “The
supporters or advocates of vary-
ing degrees of social, political or
economic change, reform or revo-
lution.”

Can the privatization of indus-
trial assets financed by taxpayers
that Shimon Peres and his people
favor be attributed to a leftist

economic approach? Is hobnob-
bing with millionaires and sup-
plementing private investments
from public funds consonant with
the Thesaurus’s definition of
“left”?

m
And consider its definition of

“right": “The supporters or
advocates of social, political and
economic conservatism or reac-
tion."

Do those words apply to
Netanyahu and his Likud col-
leagues? Even those who object
to the right-wing coalition's eco-
nomic policy and its impact on
the financially-constrained ele-
ments of foe population surely
cannot ascribe them to the politi-
cal philosophy of the right .

Where do the terms “left” and
«ignt originate, anyway?

'

French National
Assembly immediately after foe
Revolution, the radical Jacobins
at to the left of foe aisled

moderate Girondinswoe on the right The terms were
subsequently adopted by all
democratic legislatures whose
parhes also differed oh politicalor economic issues.
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Calcutta s Cnowringhee St-, once the center ofJewish life in the city, now takes on a completely different character.

, v-r- : S'..-

(Ricturd Lobelli

Israel’s Far Eastern brother
Israeli

popularity in the
subcontinent is

helping to

increase
bilateral trade,

Hillel Kuttler
reports

rVlHREE visitors recently

H asked Nehru Universiiy pro-

JL fessor Manohar Lai Soadhi

to help reconfirm their flights to

Hong Kong.
Sondhi’s attempts to navigate air-

line bureaucracy proved fruitless

until he informed the Air India

clerk that the three were Israelis.

“And it was done!" . Sondhi

'

exclaimed. “This is one country

where Israelis are considered
favorite citizens;"

Indeed, as a delegation of
American Jewish journalists pro-

ceeded on a 10-day visit in

February to the world’s second
most populous country, it was easy

to see India as the capital of the

Israel Friendship Society.

From government officials to

academicians to celebrants at a
Sikh wedding, praise flowed finely

for Israel and the perceived good it

can bring to the Indian people.

With the advent of the Middle
East peace process, hufiawas heed
in January 1992 to forge diplomat-

ic ties with Israel, and now. both

sides bemoan foe previous 40-plus

yeans' wasted time and opportuni-

ties.

Indian government officials

freely concede that the public long

held Israel in high esteem and the

political leadership only recently

caught up.

“There never really was a psy-

chological barrier,” said then-com-

merce minister Palaniappan

Chidambaram, who now heads

India's Finance Ministry under the

newly formed United Front party

following foe recent elections. “It

was a political decision at the time

that India and Israel wouldn’t have

diplomatic relations. Once that

decision changed, there were no
barriers to economic relations.”

Diplomatic and business

exchanges are now the norm- Israel

values India as a market of almost

a billion people. Israel in turn is

viewed as an emerging economic

power and as a source of agricul-

tural and technological expertise.

As Jerusalem’s ambassador to

New Delhi, Yehoyada Haim, said,

“There is an incredible admiration

« In Old Delhi, past British influence is reflected in the uniforms worn by schoolchildren. (RMnniLobeiij

for Israel ... and I am stiB wonder-

.
ing what is the reason for this."

One explanation is the two coun-

tries’ common background as

British colonies that attained inde-

pendence a year apart Another is

die pride each takes in die flourish-

ing of democracy under difficult

conditions. To say nothing of the

role ofreligious rivalry - in India’s

case between Hindus and
Moslems. Rightly or not Jewish
Israel is seen as having triumphed

over Moslem enemies.

Many Hindus sympathize with

Israel’s facingdown a Moslem land

grab. Just as official visitors to

Israel are hit with an us-veisus-

tbem spiel, so those coming to

India get an earful on the Kashmir
conflict. Even in Washington foe

Indian Embassy-proffers books and
videotapes supporting New Delhi's

positions.

FOR INDIA, Pakistan • is the

demon, in its support for terrorism,

its efforts on behalf of Kashmiri

separatism, and its purported

nuclear capability (though India

undoubtedly has foe bomb too).

New Delhi sees US policy as tilt-

ed toward Islamabad - thanks to

what it sees as a Pakistani lobby -
although Washington would con-

test that claim.

Israel, said Haim, takes no posi-

tion on foe Kashmir dispute but

concurs with India’s position that,

according to foe ShxmiaAgreement
of 1972, New‘Delhi and Islamabad

must negotiate a settlement.

Pakistan wants at international

conference on the matter

On foe issue of Iran, Israel and.

India are a gulf apart Whereas

Jerusalem and Wariiingtoa are in

sync on isolating and boycotting

the mullahs, Indian officials say

that, although they oppose Iran's

sponsorship of international terror-

ism, business and pragmatism dic-

tate maintaining working relations

with Teheran. External Affairs

Ministry officials estimate that

India imports 10 percent of its oil-
60,000 barrels a day - from Iran.

Iran also offers India a land route

to central Asian markets, some-
thing “it would be imprudent” to

ignore, according to foe ministry’s

Dilip Lahiri.

India and Iran have been dis-

cussing a gas pipeline connecting

the countries. While feasibility

studies are being conducted. Indian

officials doubt the concept will

materialize anytime soon because

the pipeline would have to pass

through Pakistan, which could cut

off supplies at will.

Some officials believe Teheran is

actively assisting Kashmiri rebels

in their battle against the New
Delhi government, while others say

the aid is just moral.

What deeply worries India is that

Moslems from near and far - the

100 million Moslems in India are

no small consideration - will jump
on Pakistan’s Kashmir bandwagon.
Rammoban Rao, New Delhi's

spokesman on Kashmir matters,

said India believes that Saudi

Arabia helps fund foe Kashmiri
guerrillas, while Pakistan “is trying

to get-Moslem countries aboard by
saying Kashmir represents a jihad."
“We would tike foe countries of

die Moslem world to realize that

what they are supporting is not a

just cause. As far as India is con-

cerned, Kashmir is a pan of India

and will remain a part of India. The
reason there is a conflict is because

of the proxy war caused by
Pakistan," he said.

ISRAELI YOUTHS made head-

lines back borne last winter by par-

ticipating in wOd drug parties at foe

resort city of Goa. Haim says a

great deal of his time is dedicated

to ferrying in doctors and worried

parents from back home.
Less conspicuous, but more

emblematic of the wanning ties

between Israel and India, are the

now-regular, exploring-our-roots

trips by Indian-tom Israelis. This

group, visiting their hometowns for

the first time since they left in the

1950s and ’60s, made upabom half

of die passengers on a New Delhi-

to-Agra flight in January.

Also on foe plane was a delega-

tion of Israeli businessmen accom-
panying then-finance minister

Avraham Shotaar on a two-week
visit to South Asia and the Far East,

Most saw in India a ripe fruit full of
juicy opportunities.

According to Sara Cohen, senior

marketing manager for ECI
Telecom (which routes signals from
foe subscriber to the telephone

exchange): “India has one of the

lowest percentages of telephones

per capita in the world, in the vicin-

ity offour per thousand.We foresee

a tremendous increase."

With Che Indian government lib-

eralizing its telecommunications’

industry, ECI is “very well posi-

tioned" to land contracts. Cobra
said.

Israeli-Indian trade totals $500
million annually and Alex Mogle,

Gandhi’s grandson
speaks out

THE puzzled look on
Rajmohan Gandhi’s face

breaks into a slight smile
when he's asked abort his grandfa-

ther, Mohandas “Mahatma" Gandhi.
“Gandhi has inspired me, chal-

lenged me, without being a burden -
unless you regard a challenge as a
burden. My brother says, 'If I do
anything good, so what? If I do any-
thing bad. you're Gandhi's grand-
son.*

**

Rajmohan Gandhi is sitting in foe

lobby ofa New Delhi hotel, chatting

with a group of American journal-

ists. He is an amiable, elegant man,
tall and lean, with large, rounded

glasses. Even though his brown hau-

ls graying, he cannot possibly be the

60-year-old he claims to be.

Rajmohan ’s career continues in his

famed grandfather’s path. An econo-
mist, he specializes in conflict reso-

lution and bridge-budding with an
interest in improving both Hindu-
Moslem relations in India and
Indian-Pakistani relations.

He finds his own knowledge of
Judaism and Jewish history lacking

but is comfortable discussing his

grandfather's connections to Jews.
“ During Gandhi’s stay in South
Africa from 1893 to 1915, he devel-

oped close friendships with two
Jews, Henry Polak and Hermann
Kallenhach. The latter owned land

outside Johannesburg near where
Gandhi established an ashram.
Polak lived with Gandhi at the

ashiam and later became coeditor at

a newspaper Gandhi founded there.

“The Gandhi-Kallenbach corre-

spondence was fantastic,”

Rajmohan says. "They became very

close friends. Kaltenbrch thought
his friendship with Gandhi changed
his life because of [the] living in

simplicity."

Polak and Kallenbach later took

issue with Gandhi's leadership of

India's freedom movement at the

expense of speaking more forcefully

for oppressed European Jewry.

“Gandhi’s sympathies were with

foe Jews and the enemies of the

Nazis, ofcourse. But Gandhi did not

think the freedom movement could

wait”
Rajmohan raises die controversy

over Gandhi's line that Jews should

resist the Nazis passively: “Whan he
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head of the finance ministry's Asia

desk, said the goal is to reach Si
billion. According to India's former
finance minister Manmohan Singh,

“foe sky is the limit." and the three

memorandums of understanding he
signed in New Etelhi with Shohat

create “a more congenial atmos-

phere for more investment,

increased joint ventures, transfer of

technologies and increased flow of

trade between the countries."

“We have great admiration for

the scientific and technological

advances of Israel." said Singh,

who headed India's delegation to

Yitzhak Rabin's funeral last year.

Shohat said Israel supports a
free-trade agreement with India, a

matter that was raised during his

four-day visit

ISRAEL'S BIGGEST export to

India is small precious stones and
its biggest import is ... precious

stones once they’ve been polished

in. India. “1 foink they have more-

patience than we do.” said a chuck-

ling Haim.
India also exports processed

foods - an Indian company signed

a major deal with Osem during

Shohal’s visit - along with textiles

and chemicals.

The Indian Finance Ministry’s

Chidambaram, who in February

led the inaugural Indian business

delegation on a four-day visit to

Israel, said that the countries'

newly formed economic commis-
sion will help jump-start further

dealings. Thirty-six joint ventures

have been approved, and 1 1 0 mem-
orandums of understanding signed,

he said, in engineering, shipping,

textiles, automobiles, multimedia,

robotics, security systems, humidi-

ty-control systems and diamonds.

He also saw software, agricul-

ture, horticulture and housing as

areas of increased bOateral trade.

“We are in a sense competing
with each other, but that's good,"
he said.

India could certainly benefit from
Israel’s agricultural expertise.

Haim said that Israel produces a

whopping 17 times more per acre

than India does. Israel is now help-

ing establish a modem, kibbutz-

style farm near New Delhi where it

will instruct farmers in irrigation,

fertilization and growing in an arid

region.

To. that cooperation is evidence

not only of Israel's “great emphasis
on quality," but its "very strong

ethical attitude."

Rajmohan Gandhi: Mahatma's
sympathies were with the Jews
arid the enemies of Nazis,

advised the Jews, it was the academ-
ic guy rather than the practical guy.

It is my belief that if he had been a

jew in Europe, he would have said

we should fight them any way we
can - nonviolently if possible but

any way if not."

Rajmohan Gandhi is pessimistic

about the state of Hindu-Moslem
relations in India now. The Moslems
“are a very attractive scapegoat" for

foe poor social conditions in the

country, he says, are under-repre-

sented in electoral office and the

perception among Hindus “is that

Moslems are pampered.''

Rajmohan had once contemplated

living a celibate life as his grandfa-

ther had preached. He eventually

married his wife Usha, 47, but only

after seven years, as his parents had
also waited when they courted. They
have a daughter, 18. and a 1 5-year-

old son.

When not writing - his book. The
Good Boorman: A Portrait of
Gandhi was published this year -

foe Gandhis enjoy their city. “The
cultural scene in New Delhi is very

rich. There's dancing, muse, plays-

in English.

“Every place in India is over-

crowded The idea of strolling”- he

pauses as if contemplating a far-off

joy - “you can’t imagine what foe

people ofIndia feel in such places as

in foe US. Heaven must be like

this." HX

Taming mother-in-law is risky
DEAR RUTHIE
RUTHIE BLUM

DEAR Ruthie. . Being firm might lead to fewer

My mother-in- ... phone. £alls during the times you are

law is loodomi- at home. Just keep in mind you maylaw is toodomi-
nant a figure in our
lives. She calls at least

five times a day. lisirs

unannounced, and my wife won't

make a move - including buying a
new outfit - without costsuiting her

first.

/ think it is unhealthy that my wife

is so dependent on her mother. For
my pan. Ifind it a nuisance to have

a mother-in-law continuously
",snooping" around.

Son-in-Law in a Slump
Haifa

Dear Slurap-in-Law.

The interesting question to ponder

here is why a woman so dependent

cm her mother attracted you in foe

fust place. After all, it's highly

doubtful your mother-in law’s apron

suddenly sprouted strings subse-

quent to her daughter’s wedding
The next point to consider is how

you may be contributing to this

“unhealthy" threesome. For exam-
ple, perhaps it has been convenient

for you to be absent from your wife

in some profound way, and her

mother ati-too-happi)y fills foe void
Or maybe you have a need to be

“depended upon”; and you found a

woman whom your gut felt would
fulfill this need but forgot to take

her mother's role into account.

Still, if unannounced visits are

unacceptable to you, you will have

to be die one to put a stop to them -
even at the risk of being considered

foe “bad guy.”

’

at home. Just keep in mind you may
end up inspiring mother-inlawly

wrath - of the kind most underiing-

in-laws tend to shy away from.

Dear Ruthie.

My husband told me he has been
having “casuaT " affairsfor the past

few years, which, according to him.

“don'tmean anything.

"

/am shockedand hurt, but *xmi to

believe him. How should 1 handle

this?

Affair Aghast
Somewhere in Israel

DearAA.
Whether the affairs are casual, to

say they “mean nothing” is as
ridiculous as it’s evasive. No human
behavior - particularly that which
forms a pattern - is meaningless.

Before being able to contemplate

how to “handle this," you must first

address die meaning of these affairs.

Perhaps your husband harbors

deep insecurity where his manhood
is concerned - and needs “casual"

confirmation of his sexuality. If so,

this panem is likely to repeat itself if

be doesn't deal with iL

Or maybe your marriage needs

work. If so, you have been an inad-

vertent participant in his infidelity

all along, and should examine how
you can alter your own behavior.

Another possibility is your hus-

band wants to have his cake and eat

iL If so, you must decide whether

you’re wiDing to put up with his

occasional poking of foe puff pastry.

LIVING SYMBOLS:
Symbols in Jewish Art and Tradition
Ida Huberman

The power of a living symbol lies in the contexts

which give it its meanings. Animals, the Tree of

Life, fee conch, the menorah and more, are
discussed, explored and illustrated by 159 detailed

plates, many in full color.

Hardcover, 29 x 25.5 cm.

JP Price: NIS 99
+ NIS 9 postage In Israel

For door-to-door delivery (where available),

add NIS 15

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000

Please send me LIVING SYMBOLS. I have enclosed a check payable to

The Jerusalem Post or credit card details:

P Visa ISC/MCD p Diners AmEx

CC No _Exp.

ORDER 5 Y PHONE OR FAX
02-241282
Fax: 02-241212
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City

TelVFax (day).

.ID No.
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Trade deficit

reaches $5.6b. in

first half of ’96
DAVID HARRIS

THE trade deficit reached $5.6 billion in the first half of the year, the Central

Bureau of Statistics reported yesterday.

Based on current projections, the annual trade deficit is to reach SI 1 2b.

by the end of the year, SI 00 million more than last year's record-setting gap
between goods exported and imported.

Imported goods during the first six months of the year totaled SI 4.9b.,

while exports only reached $9.3b. The level ofimports has been steady since

March, after monthly increases of 1 percent to 2% since January 1994.

Imports in June reached S 2.48b., which included 44% raw materials, 17%
investment assets, and 1 3% consumer goods.

The level of investment asset imports continued to grow, but at a slower

rate -0.8% a month since February compared with ll5% from July 1995 to

January 1996.

So far this year, exports have also held steady after average monthly
increases of 0.5% in the second half of last year. June exports totaled

$1.55b., including 76% industrial products (mainly software), 20% dia-

monds, and 4% agricultural goods. Agricultural exports in the 1995-1996

season brought in $720 million, 15% more than the previous season.

Nasser petition

vs. Safra brothers
rejected

GAUT LIPKIS BECK

Motorola: Gov’t cuts

won’t stop investment

THE High Court of Justice this

week turned down an appeal by
businessman Jacques Nasser to sue

the Safra brothers shortly after Tel

Aviv District Court Judge Gabriel

Kiing rejected a similar petition filed

by Nasser.

Nasser filed a lawsuit against the

Safras at the end of 1995 for foiling

to compensate him according to an
agreement between the two sides

when the Safras acquired control of
Fust Inemariooal Bank (FIBI).

Kiing accepted the Sahas' claim

that die disagreement should be han-
dled through arbitration in Geneva,
Switzerland.

According to the claim. Nasser

sqryed .as a straw-man for Edmond :

Safra in the 1989 purchase of FIBI.-'

the bank's parent company, and was
promised a cash payment following

the transfer of shares to the Safra

family. Nasser is demanding either

the amount in cash or bank shares.

After Kling’s decision. Nasser's

attorneys, Yosef Segev and Avi Serf,

asked the High Court on Sunday to

halt temporarily the proceedings and

reverse die district court ruling. On
Tuesday, the High Court rejected die

appeal.

The district court's decision came
after four court hearings where it

heard evidence from international

expert witnesses and reviewed vari-

ous documents. Kiing ordered

Nasser to pay the Safras NTS 40,000

in legal costs.

The Safra brothers’ attorney,

Amnon Goldenberg, petitioned for

the halt of proceedings against them
here due to an agreement with

Nasser stipulating that all disputes

regarding the bank are to be settled

by an agreed-upon arbitrator in

Switzerland.

The High Court also rejected

Nassar’s request to hear his testimo-

ny as soon as possible here due to

his poor health. The court said

Nasser’s medical report, prepared

by Hadassah-University Hospital

hematologist Prof. Eliezer

Rachmilevich, was short and inade-

quate, and since the matter is under

the jurisdiction of the district court,

it would have to rule on the issue.

BEZEQ, Hie brad

Telecommunications Corp. Ltd.

Tender No. 65/96/1 17/0
DEVELOPMENT OF

VEH1CLE/DRIVER PAGING SYSTEM
A meeting for suppliers wH take place on Thursday, July 18. 1998, at 1 p.m.,

at tbeAvgar building. 5 Rehov Jabottosky. Raraat Gan, In tfae briefing room on
the 1st floor

Questions should be forwarded in writing to Anat Krauss, Division of Personnel

Logistics and Finance, 7th floor. Twin Towers (Binyan Hateumim), 33 Rehov

Jabodnsky. Ramat Qan (Tel. 03-6763617), by July 14, 1996, at 3 p.m.

AD other conditions of the tender remain unchanged.

Reminder: The last date for submitting bids Is July 30, 1996, at 6 p.m.

Inquiries: 02-395614/5. «-s«va

Ports and Railways Authority

Notice of Proposed Purchase
The Ports and Railways Authority - Israel (P.RA) wishes to obtain

quotations, in accordance with the International Agreement on
Government Procedure GATT, for the supply of the following

equipment

1.

KCL Itndw P—crtpUon «£ OgLG£ CM* MS IWnMenSatl

1.1 7110/067 4 Tbns Fork Lift Truck 10 10 585 SqpUOLlM

12 7119/005 7 Tons Fork Lift Truck 10 10 1170

12 7310/008 Sail Propafted Rough
Terrain Cram (180T)

1 1 1170 Sept 10,1996

1A 7411A106 Wheel Loader 4 4 1170

12 7412/021 Skid Loader 1 1 585

1.8 "Scissors'* Grab 1 1 -

2
3.

3.1

3.2

3.3

4.

5.

6.

7.

8 .

* Including 17% VAT

Expected delivery: As soon as possible.

Preliminary conditions

For items 1.1 - 1.5 bidders must prove that the proposed
equipment is manufactured continuously.

For item 1 .6 Bidders must prove past experience in manufacturing

proposed equipment.

Bidders must be approved for ISO 9001/2 (or equivalent) standard,

or be listed for the same.

Bidders must meet the requirements of items marked "#" in section

B of the specifications.

Adders must undertake to have an authorized maintenance

service station rn Israel and capability of supply of spare parts, with

regard to items 1.1 - 1 .5.

The P.RA reserves the right to conduct negotiations with any or

all of the selected Udders. Further, the P.RA, is not obligated to

purchase the lowest priced equipment which might be offered by
any potential bidder. The P.RA reserves the right to test and try

the proposed equipment in tfs ports prior to a decision of

purchase.

Tender documents including technical specifications are available

upon payment as stated in para. 1 above (not refundable).

All documents and proposals should be submitted in English.

The last date to submit the proposals is as stated in para. 1

at 15.00 hrs.

The address for the purchase ofTender Documentation and for

submitting the proposals is;

Ports and Railways Authority - Israel

Purchasing Division

74, Petach Ttkva Rd.

11th Floor, Room 1103 Tei Aviv 61201, Israel Fax. 972-3-5616027

MOTOROLA (US) officials

denied reports in the local media

yesterday suggesting the company
had aborted large-scale invest-

ment plans here due to the gov-

ernment's decision to cut drasti-

cally capital-investment aid pro-

grams.
Speaking on behalf of the parent

company, Hanan Achsaf, presi-

dent of Motorola (Israel), told the

Knesset Economics Committee
yesterday that Motorola had can-

celed a $1.2 billion investment

plan to build a semiconductor
plant here if the government goes
ahead with plans to shrink its cap-

ital-investment aid programs from

34 percent to 20%.
However, the parent company

denied that it had ever committed
itself to making such an invest-

ment here, and would not say it

would definitively rule out Israel

as the site for a new semiconduc-

tor plant despite the cut.

“Motorola never announced a

plan to build a plant in Israel, and
an announcement for such a sig-

nificant plant would be made
from local headquarters here, in

Arizona, as well as in the local

country where the plant would be

located,” said Jeff Gorin, manager

EVELYN GORDON and

JENNIFER FR1EDL1N

of media relations for Motorola's
Semiconductor Products Sector
division headquartered in

Phoenix, Arizona. “I can't really

comment on plans for future
plants,” he added.
During his speech to the Knesset

Economics Committee, Achsaf
said the cut would cause many
companies, such as Motorola and
Intel, to stop investing here.

Yeboshua Abramovich, director

of the Manufacturers
Association’s economics division,

told the committee that three other

firms which had been considering

local investments have called this

week to say they would take Israel

off their list of options if the

grants were reduced. One of

these, he said, was Tower
Semiconductor, which was con-

sidering a $250 million invest-

ment to expand its computer chip

plant in Migdal Ha'emek.
Tower could not be reached for

comment.
Abramovich also referred to an

unnamed chemical company con-
sidering a $70m. investment and

Japan's Ambassador to Lebanon Yasuji Ishigaki (I) shakes hands with Lebanon’s acting finance

ministerFound Sinlora in Beirut yesterday after signing an agreement underwhichJapan extend-

ed Lebanon a development loan for 3b. yen. CRcmaa

Cabinet to consider privatization

program this month
THE cabinet will discuss the priva-

tization plans of Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu and Finance

Minister Dan Meridor before the

end of the- month. Treasury

Director-General David Brodet said

this week.
However, Brodet did not hint

which companies are likely to be

sold off. Selling state-owned assets

Reading between

the lines...

you have time for

trading action

until 11 PM.

JOM/QS 7EU2BANK
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is a “very important factor” in the

government’s plans for economic
reform, he said.

Since his election, Netanyahu has

stated his determination to reform

the economy. “It's not a simple, or

one-shot move. It requires a strategy

- deregulation, privatization, the

break up of cartels, and so on. I’m
committed to doing it,” the prime
minister said in Washington on
Tuesday night. Netanyahu also

mentioned a ten-year program tint

would make the country economi-
cally self-sufficienL

In a pre-election interview in

May, Netanyahu said that within his

first 100 days in office, he would lay

the legal groundwork for privatiz-

ing 50 of the some 160 state-owned

companies, a scheme called “unre-

alistic” by former finance minister

Avraham Shohat at the time.

There is already talk in Treasury
corridors of an imminent announce-
ment of the sale, m full or In part, of
the state’s “jewels in the crown,”

including El AJ, Egged and Bezeq.

Cable and Wireless already owns 10
percent of Bezeq, and there have

been reports that the UK firm wants

to purchase an even larger stake.

Netanyahu and President Bill

Clinton announced m Tuesday that

a team of American experts will

help Israel investigate privatization

possibilities. This woakl not be the

first time the country has received

outside advice - in 1987 the unity

government commissioned The
Fust Boston Corporation to submit
a strategic master plan that recom-

mended selling 75 firms, 30 of
which could be sold off within five

years, thereby raising some $4 bil-

lion to $5b.

Since the repeat, however, for

fewer sales how many have taken

place than were recommended,
reaching a peak of $ 1.27b. in sales

income in 1993. Prior to May’s
election, the 1996 budget was to

include the sale of Sib. of govern-

ment assets after an intake of less

than $200m. million during foe first

ax months of the yean

The last government had six key
objectives in its privatization pro-

gram that included
• Promoting competition
• Improving efficiency

• Attracting foreign investors

• Reducing internal debt by selling

assets

- Promoting employee ownership
participation

• Expanding domestic capital mar-
ket

Shohat was to launch an options

program earlier this year, but
delayed it until after the vote so as

not to be seen as offering bribes to

the electorate. Economists believe

that the Netanyahu administration

may also run such a scheme.

Meridor recently took over
responsibility for shortlisting the

firms to be privatized. Upon
Netanyahu's return from
Washington, he, together with

Meridot; Justice Minister Ya'acov

Ne’eman, and his economics advis-

er Bank of Israel Governor Jacob

Frenkel, will meet to fomulate a
privatization plan to be presented to

cabinet.

Czech Skoda expects ’95 loss

prime D’na
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PRAGUE (Reuter) - Czech engi-

neering concern Skoda said yes-

terday it expects to post a gross

loss of 166 million crowns
(S6.1m.) in 1995, after posting a
gross profit of 453m. crowns the

previous year.

The firm said ina statement that

the loss is due to a recommenda-
tion by its auditor. Ernst & Young,
to create some 550m. crowns in

reserves for doubtful receivables.

“According to our auditor's rec-

ommendation. 442m. crowns will

be set aside for receivables, finan-

cial investment and inventories,

and 108m. crowns for right offs,”

the statement said.

Final audited results are expect-

ed to be released tomorrow fol-

lowing the company’s annual gen-
eral meeting.

The statement said that the

firm’s 1995 total sales grew by
about 56 percent to 27 billion

crowns, and should grow to 33b.
crowns in ! 996.

It added that Skoda invested

some 1.6b. crowns into its opera-

tions in 1995.

an unnamed electronics firm

backed by Korean investors con-

sidering an investment in the

North.
State budget director Ron Kroll,

representing the Treasury,

responded that by cutting the

grant sizes, money would be freed

up to invest in physical infrastruc-

ture and industrial research and
development in the periphery.

This, he said, would ultimately

make outlying regions much more
attractive to investors than the

grants.

Finance Minister Dan Meridor
had raised a similar argument m
the Knesset Finance Committee
on Tuesday. Meridor noted that

90% of all investments in Israel

do not make use of the grants at

all.

“Each factory that does [use the

grants] costs the. economy more
than what the krcnomy gains

from it.” he said.

Economics Committee chair-

man Erie Goldschmidt (Labor),

however, supported the

Manufacturers Association’s posi-

tion that the move would be “cat-

astrophic” for die economy, and
promised that the committee
would fight it.

BUSINESS BRIEFS

Shipyards director asked to resign: The sailors’ muon and two

of its officers asked the High Court of Justice yesterday to force

Arye Ronen, director of tfae Shipyards and Ports Adnrimstranon.

.

either to resign this post or to resign from Zim s board of directors.

The petition argued that for Ronen to occupy both posts was a

clear conflict of interest Evelyn Gordon

EC proposes ^environmental ’ road taxing system: The European

Commission proposed yesterday to change the current EU system

of taxing road users to reflect more accurately the damage and

pollution individual trucks do to the roads and tfae environment.

The changes to the “Eurovignette” system currently used by

Germany, Denmark, Belgium, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands

arc intended to encourage trucking firms to use less polluting

trucks and vehicles The commission estimates the proposal will

not only cut pollution and traffic jams but also save between 1.6

billion to 4b. European currency units ($1.98b- to $4.96b.) on road

maintenance costs. Reuter

German w»hinrt okays tough *97 budget: The German cabinet

yesterday approved Finance Minister Theo Waigel's tough 1 997

budget, but coalition politicians and economists warned it may not

be tough enough to hit the target for the single European currency.

Waigel said his ultra-stringent budget would get Germany’s

.deficit down to 2-5 percent in 1997 from 3.5%.

The Maastricht Treaty on economic and monetary union (EMU)
requires countries wishing to go ahead with tire single currency to

have a public deficit in 1997 no greater than 3% percent of GDP.

.

Reuter

Abu Dhabi free-trade zone to target int’l markets: Abu Dhabi

emirate's planned $3b. free-trade zone will be open to foreign

investors and will target international markets, officials said

yesterday.

“It is the intention to allow investment by foreigners, that's Gulf

and non-Gulf investors in tbe free zone,” said Amin Badr el-Din,

one of tfae zone’s five board members. Reuter

Sales of large UK retail firms down: First-quarter sales and
profits of large UK retail companies weakened compared with tbe

last quarter in 1995, the Commerce Department said yesterday.

A survey of 554 corporations showed profits after taxes declined

in die first quarter to $2.80b., from $4.57b. in tfae previous quarter:

Total profits also fell from a year earlier - 1995’s first quarter -

when they were $3 .20b. Reuter

Major pledges £60m. aid to S. Africa: British Prime Minister

John Major said yesterday that Britain would give South Africa

£60 million ($93m.) of aid.

Major, who said tfae aid was targeted particularly at improving

standards of education, announced the donation during a visit by
South African President Nelson Mandela. Reuter

Fund redemptions in ’96

reach NIS 4.2b.
GAUT UPWS BECK

NETredemptions from provident

and training funds reached NIS
1.12 billion in June, increasing

total withdrawals since Januaiy to

NIS 4.22b., the Treasury reported

yesterday.

Tbe amount is based on figures

taken from the country’s five

largest banks.
'

The large amount of with-
drawals reflects the public's con-
tinued preference to avoid invest-

ing in foe capita] market due to

fears of poor yields as well as
investors’ transferring capital to

saving plans.

The Treasury said fund redemp-
tions were NIS 784m. in May and
NIS 1 .09b. in April
In June, provident fund redemp-

tions increased to NIS 1 .08b. com-
pared with withdrawals of NIS
787m. in May and NIS 877m. in

‘April Training fund redemptions

also increased in June toNIS41m.~
compared NIS 3m. in May and
JMIS 203m. in April

The Treasury said that April

redemptions primarily stemmed
from one-time withdrawals by
policemen and prison guards.

'Withdrawals from bank savings

plans reached aboutNIS 105m. in

June comjpared with NIS 88m. in

May and NIS 257m. in April.

Since January, total redemptions
' from these plans have reached
over NIS 900m.
Most of the money withdrawn

from savings plans was deposited

into index-linked plans which
totaled NIS 265m. in June com-
pared with NIS 192m. in May and
NIS 438m. in April.

Foreign-currency linked plans
registered withdrawals of NIS
160m compared with NIS 280m.
in May and NIS 181m. in April.

Russia’s Yakovlev plans to buy Fokker
MOSCOW (Reuter) - Russian aircraft builder Aviatsionnaya
Korporaisiya Yakovlev plans to buy bankrupt Dutch aircraft maker NV
Koninklijke Nederlandse VUegtuigenfabtiek Fokker this year for 370
million guilders ($21 6.2m.), a senior Yakovlev official said yesterday.

“We seriously intend to buy Fokker before the end of this year,”
Yakovlev Vice-President Arkady Gurtovoi told Reuters.

Fokker, however, said yesterday it was not yet close to a deal with
Yakovlev.

“There is no question yet of us and Yakovlev having reached agree-
ment,” a spokesman for foe court-appointed receivers said.
Gurtovoi said Yakovlev would fund the purchase by borrowing from

Western banks, and these credits would be backed by Russian govern-
ment guarantees.

A commission of Russian and Dutch ministries wfll examine foe pro-
posal starting in the next few days, and if it approves, the matter will
then go to the Russian cabinet, he said.

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (20.6.96)
3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 12 MONTHS
OSS '4.875 6.375

SoSSSIQo) tss 18S ss
’f?

0
.

(Hates wy higher or lowvr than (reflected according to deposit)

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates* (10.7.96)

CHECKS AND
transfers banknotes

S*u Buy Sell
&S724
3.1984
£0871
4*571
0.6194
23071
1.8686
25314
0.4786
0.4800
04,444
0.6855

UTS3?**
German mark
Pound storting

French francMr™
Swiss franc
Swedish krona
Norwegian krone
Danish krone
Finnish mark
Canadian doSar
Australian dollar
S. African rand
Belgian francjlO)
Austrian schBSnQ {101
itatenBrafroop}
Jordanian dinar

(pound

Irish punt
Spotish peseta (100)

Buy
32158
3.1478
2.0638
4.8784
U8095
29809
1.8389
24912
0.4710
0.4822
03357

- 0.6748
22B9B
25176
0.7269
1.0016
29324
20508
43800
0.8900
3£100
&Q053
24527

2S541
0.7387
1.0178
2S797

4.8800
0.9700
3J731
5JJ881

24923

3.09
.202
4.79
0.59
281
1.80

244
0.48
0.47
0.52
0.86
226
247
0.65
0.98

288
201
4^8
0.89

44M
241

325
213
5.03

0.63
295
120
257
0.49
0.50
0.56

0.70
237
259
0.74
1.04.

3.03
212
4,68
097

iie
253

*Thesa rate* vary according to bank. -ttankof
SOURCE; BANKLEUMI

Rep.
Rata***
3J5441
3.1730
20807
42191
0.6148
28819
12540
25117
0.4752
0.4863
0-5399
0.8808
23187
25357
0.7324
1.0097
29587
20689
4.4738
0-9995
32407
5.0489
24728
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» dance
Helen Kaye

^ril?s *jer genius lo theKamuel Dance Festival with El Giruu Eeoz
featuring Tzvia Bar and Moti Abramov in
Ben Hamusjca tonight at 7.

blues
Helen Kaye

BLUES immortal B.B. King is here The
septuagenarian guitarist/singer will perform
The King ofthe Blues '96 with an eight-man
combo. He H sing the greatest hits from his
closejo 50-year career and from albums
['k
i Th^e teMnays One More Time, live

at San Quentin and Guiiar Sings the Blues.
Tonight at the Jerusalem International
Convenoon Center at 9:30 p.m.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

FORGET tails and regular conceit lighting.
The Kronos Quartet makes its Israeli debut
Saturday (9) at the Tel Aviv Performing Aits
Center in a program of contemporary music
which it presents in a style more akin to the
world of pop. The foursome performs John
pirn’s “Cat o’ Nine Tails," Hamza El Din's
“Escalay,” a brand new piece by American
Ken Bensboof, as well as Franghiz Ali-
Zadeh's “Mugam Sayagi," Judith Shatin’s
"Elijah’s Chariot," and Schnittke’s Second
Quartet.

Alfred Brendel plays Beethoven’s Third Piano
Concerto with the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
under Zubin Mehta tomorrow (2 p.m.) at the Mann
Auditorium in Tel Aviv and Saturday. at the Haifa
Auditorium (9 pan.). Also on the program is music
by Tchaikovsky and Hindemith.

JERUSALEM FILM FESTIVAL
' ADINA HOFFMAN
MARK Wexler's endearing documentary- debut.
Me & My Matchmaker

, begins as a portrait of
Irene Nathan, a grandmotherly Chicago shadchan
who cooks and quips with amazing aplomb as
Wexler asks her questions about ter business,

modem love and Jewish marriage. Not content to

let Wexler, a bachelor, stand ar a cool distance

behind his camera, however, Nathan resolves to

get him involved. Before you can say busybody,
she’s rooting around in his psychological profile

and he, for his part, is “Sampling the merchandise"
(her term) and flirting with some of her clients.

The result is a small, funny chronicle of his dales

and tbeir friendship, perhaps the most surprising

The thrill isn’t gone, as BJB. King performs tonight
in Jerusalem.

march of all. (Today, Cinematheque I, Jerusalem.

1:30 p.m.)

In From The Journals of Jean Seberg, director

Mark Rappaport's approach to his subject, the late

star of Breathless, isn't nearly so charmed, but it’s

bursting with pained sympathy and fierce insight

Dressed like Seberg and staring straight into the

camera, Mary Beth Hurt narrates in a wry first-

person, and the picture that emerges shows an
extremely mediocre actress and a life-long victim
- first of her own naivete, then a string of insensi-

tive husbands, and finally the FBI (which perse-

cuted her for her involvement with the Black

Panthers). The effect of Hurt’s monologue is com-
pletely startling, as if a ventriloquist's dummy had
suddenly sat up and spoken her mind Hurt is older

and more worn-looking than Seberg was when she
killed herself, and Rappaport’s biting, sometimes
blackly comic script lets her say all kinds of things

that Seberg would not likely have understood or

been able to articulate in real life. But they make
perfect sense in the context of this peculiar and
fascinating movie. (Friday, Cinematheque 2,

Jerusalem, 9:15 p.m4 Saturday, Cinematheque 2,

10 p.m.)
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS

6 The German, put inside
arming to be devious (10)

8 The move of a stupid
inffividual (4)

9 Friend playing tape—it

causes flutter (9)

11 Decorative collar for a bird

(4)

12 He's starting a life's work:

(3)
r- .

13 Entrap men into fixed

arrangement (9)

16 Villainous Oriental will be
charged (4)

17 A drill used in

road-making—a useful
device (7)

18 About a hundred row and
Be (7)

20 Employed American
newsman (4)

21 A roundabout means of
gaming admission (9)

23 The woman distributing
aid (3) .

_

24 Some octogenarians enjoy
a bit of opera (4)

25 Having a good meal and
preparing far sleep (7,2)

29 Note one gets little fish (4)

30 Drama or the match on
television? (10)

DOWN
1 Assist the male trainee on
the quiet (4)

2 Dye a duck's egg (4)

3 An enchanting creature
will appear by one (4)

4 A Greek character
esteemed and copied (7)

5 Finn trust in secret (10)

7 New sergeant's excellence

(9)

8 The Italian patriot takes
the biscuit! (9)

fs given nothing in
. i3)

10 A
the i

13 Walker is not inspired (10)

14 'Red up—are prepared to

cast on (9)

15 A petty officer says “Rats!”

(9)

19 Get no quack remedy (7)

22 A heavyweight travelling.

North (3)

26 Wrong time to read an
article (4)

27 Breaks for chat about
maney.(4)

28 Elegant beasts (4)

SOLUTIONS

e a a.. s
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s s asa a a o
saoa^j QQaaanaa

a a q n ra

goanflQ saaaaoa
n s a a a a

QsamnQi! aassGio
a a a scjs a a

sQaaBaEa saaass
a a 3 n a a
Esaanasassnsa

a a a s
Twterdayi Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Parra, 4 Sacyel*. 8
Awkward. B Sopi*. 10 Islam, 11
LeidiC, IS Used, IB Enlist, 17
Guitar, SO Ewer, ffl Kagtias, 2<
Grom. 28 Learn, 37 vineant, 28

-.30 Yahoo.
Gram, 2
Codies,!

DOWN: 1 Fragile. \ Yokel, S
Breamno. 4 Kiddle, S Caeca, 8
Canatet, T Exact, 18 Bfeft 14 Stam,rSNswis^
Ofaeah.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Noxious
substance (6)

4 Youngwomen (5)

8 Beginning (5)

9 Chic (7)

10 Departing (7)

11 Portent (4)

12 Finalise (3)

14 Irritate (4)

15 Flag (4)

18 Jain (3)

21 Undemanding (4)

23 Fully satisfied (7)

25 Erudite (7) .

26 Rule (5)

27 Cereal (5)

28 Rely (6)

DOWN
1 Unwell (6)

2 Immediate (7)

- 3 Completely (8)

4 Merriment (4)

5 Kingdom (5)

6 Placing (6)

7 Vacillate (5)

13 Scatter (8)

16 Detail (7)

17 Man (6)

19 Wear away (5)

20 Wrote (6)

22 Trap (5)

24 One (4)

TELEVISION
CHANNEL 1

6:30 News ii Arabic 6:45 Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

8400Animation 8:30 Tomcats 9:00
Gaya. Gal and Gili 9:15 KaEmaru 9:30
The Litite Mermaid 10:00 Little Women
10:30 Vacation Stufio 13:00 Animated
series on animals 13:30 Tomcats
14:00 Gaya. Gal and Gili 14:15
KaEmaru 14:30 Moomins 15:00 Autoto

.CHANNEL 1

15:30 Zapon the Wave 15:33 Tom and
Jerry 15:50 Zappers 16:00 Heartbreak

High 16:45 Zap on the Wave 16:59 A
New Evening 17:34 Zap on the Wave
17:50 Yaldudas 1&00 Zap on the

Wave

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:15 Current attars 19:00 News

HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:31 Grace Under Fire 20:00 Mahal
News 20:45 Culture magazine 21:35
Two Brothers - Chaim Yavin's docu-
mentary on’ MK Benny Eton and tvs

brother An Eton who lives in

Philadelphia. 22:15 Centennial Gold
Atlanta 1996 23:00 Crown Prosecutor

23:30 News 00:00 Stories of the Good
Land

CHANNEL 2

10:00 BBC nature series 11.-00 Super
Duper 11:30 Make a Wish (rpt) 12:00
Emd Btyton stories 12:30 Bask: Arabic
13:00 A matter o( time 13:3 Fresh
Prince of Bel Air 14:00 Tick Tack 14:30

All Together Now 15:00 C&pop -video
dips 16:00 Bold and the Beautiful

17:00 News magazine with Rail

Reshet 17:30 Zehu Zeh 18:00 Santa
Barbara 19:00 Baywatch 20:00 News
20:30 Hudson Street - new series

about a divorced cop and an attractive

female reporter 21:05 Cancfid Camera
21:50 Tequila Sunrise (1988) - The
friendship of an ex-drug dealer and a
Los Angeles policeman is put to the

test over a drug deal and a woman.
Starring Mel Gbson, MicheBe Pfeiffer

and Kurt RusseiL (116 mins.) 00:00
News 00:05 Ticket for Two 00:30
Fields of Fire (1991) - Australian

drama about a young Englishman who
finds a job cutting sugar cane m
Queensland, and gets himself romanti-

cally involved with two women 1:30

Don on Air 2:00 On the Edge of the

Shelf

JORDAN TV

15:00 Double Dragon 15:30 NBA
16:00 Pirates 17M News flash 17:01

Trench programs 19:30 News
Headlines 20:00 Taratata 21:10 Star

Trek 22:00 News in English 22:30 The
Diamond Fleece - Story about an ax-

WHERE TO GO
Notices In Hus feature are charged at

NIS28.08 per line, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs
NIS520.65 per line, including VAT, per

month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Touts
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English, daily

Surt-Thur., 11 a.m. from Bronfman
Reception Centra, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a. 9, 23, 26.
28. For info, call 882819.HADASSAH.
Visit the Hadassah installations, Chagan
Windows. Tel. 02-416333. 02-776271

.

TELAVIV

TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and Anton
Roland-Rosenberg Collection 24 master-
pieces by modem artists. Fauvism Wild

Beasts. Josef Beuys Drawings and
Objects. Prints: new acquisitions. New
Horizons: Sculpture. Yaacov Dorchin:
Blocked WelL Face to Face. The Museum
Collections. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY ART.
I Am You Artists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Tue. 10 am-10 p.m. Fn. 10 am.-2 pun.
SaL 10 3 p.m. Meyerhof! Art Education
Center. Tel. 6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona, 9 Leto Yalta. 731901;
Shuaiat, Shuafal Road, BlOlOB; Oar
Aldawa, Herod's Gala 282058.

arm, 40 Einstein, Ramal
Clalrt, 7-9

am. Friday:

Jabotinsky. 125 Ibn Gvirol, 546-2040. Till

midnight: Superptarm Ramat Aviv, 40
Einstein, 641-3730; London Ministore

Superpharm. 4 Shaul Hamalech, 696-

0115.
Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: Silvia, 162
Weizmann. Kfar Sava, 765-5581

.

Netanya: Center Pharm, 1 Ktng David,

841531.
Knayot area: Harman, 4 Sorrttai Modi'in,

Kbyat Motzkin, 870-7770/3.
Haifa: Balfour. 1 Massada. 662-2289.
Henfiya: Clai Pharm, Beit Merkazkn, 6
Mask* (cnr. Sderot Hagalim). Hsrzliya

Piluah. 558472, 558407. Open 9 am. lo

mWnigfrt.
per Nazareth: Clai Pharm, Lev Hair
ill, 570468. Open 9 am. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Bfcur HoUm (Internal, ENT);
Shaare Zedek (surgery, orthopedics,

obstetrics); Hadassah Bn Kerem (pedi-

atrics, ophthalmology).
Tel Aviv. Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv

Medical Center (surgery).

Netanya: Laneuto.
POUCE 1M
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

most pans of the country. In

AshOor 8551333 Ktor Sava’ 902S2S

Ashketon 5561332 Naftariya' 9912333

Baersheba* 6274767 Netanya’ 604444

BoH Shenesh 6523133 Petah Tima" 931 111 1

Dan Region' 5733333 Reftawr 9451333

East- 6332444 Riahon’

9642333
Hate* 8512233 Salad 920333

Jerusalem* 523133 Td Aviv* 5460111

Karmid* 9985444 Tttenas’ 792444
* Mobile Intensive Care Unit (MiCU) ser-

vice m (he area, around the dock.

Medical help for tourists (in English)

f77-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambaffl Hospital 04-8529205, 24 hours

a day, for information in case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 610303, Tel Aviv 5461111 (Chil-

dren/youlh 6961113). Haifa 8672222/3.
Beereheba -6494333. Netanya 625110.
KarmieJ 9888770. Kfar Sava 7674555.
Hadera 34S789.
Wteo hotlines for battered women 02-

6514111, 03-5461133 (also in Russian).

07-8376310, 08-6550505 (also in

Amharic).
Rape Crisis Center (24 hours). Tel Aviv
5234819, 5449101 (men). Jerusalem
255556, Haifa 8530533. Eilat 6331977.
Hadassah Medical Organization - Israel

Cancer Association support service 02-

247676).

con who finds employment once he is

out of prison. 23:10 Family Matters

MIDDLE EASTTV

14:00 700 Club 14:30 Catherine the
Great (1934) - lavish historical okama
.Starring Douglas Fairbanks Jnr,

Elizabeth Bergner, Flora Robson and
Gerald du Manner. (88 mins.) 16:05

Urban Peasants 16:30 Dennis the
Menace 16:55 Mask 17:20 Poppiess
17:45 Front Runners 18:40 A-Team
19:30 World News (Arabic) 20:00
CNN 20:30 Evening Shade 20:55
Jake and the Fatman 21:45 Law and
Order 22:35 700 Club 23:05 Lany King

- Live 00:00 TV Shop 2:00 Quantum
Shopping 3:00 TV Shop

rrv3(33)

16:00 News 16:15 Arts magazine
17:15 On the Side of Justice 18:00
Amores 19:00 News in Arabic 19:30
Today -News ki Russian 20:00 Mabai
news 20:15 Telekessef 21:15 Best

Intentions - four-part series based on
the parents of Swedish flm director

Ingmar Bergman 22:45 International

Crime - documentary series 23:15
Inside Stuff 00:00 Closedown

ETV 2(23)

15:30 Vacation Time 18:00 Alpine

Academy 18:30 The Cocaine
Godfather 19:30 Vis-a-Vis - Magazine
in Russian 20:00 A New Evening, with

Russian Subtitles 20:30 Family Album
21:00 70 Faces 21:30 The Human
Animal 22:30 Star Trek: The Next
Generation 23:15 Mother and Son

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8.-00 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9:00 One Life to

Live (rpt) ft45Young and the Restless

(rpt) 10:30 Days of Our Lives (rpt)

11:20 Peria Negra (rpt) 12:10
Neighbors (rpt) 12:35 Dallas (rpt)

13:30 Starting at 130 14:05 21 Jump
Street 14:55 Falcon Crest 15:50 Days
of Our Lives 16:40 Neighbors 17:10
Dallas 18:00 One Life to Live 18:45
The Young and the Restless 19:30

Local broadcast 20:00 Peria Negra
20:50 Baywatch Nights 21:40
Renegade 22:30 New Untouchables
23:20 Wings 23:45 Melrose Place
00:35 Sweet Justice 1:20 Rosie O’NeiJ

2:10 Return to Eden 3:05 Robin's Club
3:50 Paris - action series

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

11:30 Gangland (1987) (rpt) 13:00
What's New at the Movies 13:10 Lady
lor a Day (1933) (rpt) 14^0 The Order
of the Black Eagle (1987) (rpt) 16:25
Semi-Precious (1995) (rpt) 17:55
Guest of Honor - Whoopi Gofcfcerg

19:00 Stranded (1987) (rpt) 20:20
Flood: Who Will Save Our Children?

(1993) (rpt) 21:55 4 Squared - next

week's movies 22&0 JFK (1991) - A
efistrict attorney sets out to discover the
truth behind the assassination of Pres-

ident Kennedy. With Kevin Costner,

Gary Oldman, Sissy Spacek and
Tommy Lee Jones. Directed by Ofiver

Stone (174 mins.) 00:55 Special about
new movie Trainspotting 1:05 Full

Eclipse (1993) - A cop joining an
undercover unit is shocked to discover

JERUSALEM
G.G. GIL Jerusalem Mall (Malta) *r

788448. Babe (Eng&sh dialogue) 7:15, 10
* Babe {Hebrew dialogue) It am. 1:30,

430 White Squatt 11 afm, 1:30. 430,'

7:15, 10 * White Squall 11 am., 130,
7:15, 9:45 * Fargo n an, 130, 4:45.

7:15, 9:45 The Birdcage, Primal Fear
11 am. 1:45, 430, 7:15. 10 * Les
MteeraWes 11 a.m, 530, 8:45 * Kansas
City 11 am, 1:30, 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
JERUSALEM THEATER 20 Marcus SL «
617167 Nelly at M. Amaud 930 RAV
CHEN 1-7 « 792799 Credit Card
Reservations * 794477 Rav-Mecher
Bufkfing, 19 Ha’oman St, TaJpml The
Hunchback ot Notre Dame (EmBsti dia-

logue) 730, 9:45 * The Hunchback ot

Notre dame (Hebrew dbtogue) 11 am, 1.

5 * The Rock It am.. 4:45. 7:15, 9:45 *
Juman|l Ham. 1, 5, 730. 9:45 * It

Takes Two 11 am, 1,5 + Richard III 9:45
* Toy Story (Hebrew tSatogue) 11 am. 5
* The Juror 9:45 * Dracula Dead and
Loving It 11 am * Toy Story (EngSsh
(Salogue) 730 + Now and Then 11 am,
730 MEVASSB1ET ZION G.& GIL Babe
(English dialogue) 7J30, 10 * Babe ti

am, 5 * Twehre Monkeys 430. 7:15, 10
+ Casablanca 11 am.
TELAVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprtnzak Si. *
5772000 Heavenly Creatures 5. 7:45,

9:45 The Record of a Tenement
Gentleman 7:30 + RoseweU (U.F.O.

panel discussion) 9 + Shallow Grave 12
midnight DIZENGOFF » 5172923 White
Squall.Leaving Las Vegas 11 am, 1. 3,

5. 7:45. 10 * The Monster 10 DRIVE IN
Up Close arid Personal 10 + Sex Hbn 12
mdnight GAN HA’IR tr 5279215 71 Ibn

Gabirol St Priscilla 230. 5, 7:30. 9:45
GAT JumanB 11 am.. 230, 5, 7:30. 9:45
GORDON Eat, Drink. Man, Woman 530,
7:45. 10 G.G. HOD 1-4 * 5226226 Hod
Passage. 101 Dteertgofl SL Babe (English

dialogue) 7:30. 10 * Babe (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 am, 1, 5 * American Quilt 11

am, 5. 730. 10 * Kansas City*Farao
11 am, 130. 5, ?30. 10 G.G. PEER
Fargo*Kansas City 11 am, 130, 5,

730,10 Babe (English {Salogue) 730,
10 * Babe (Hebrew datogus) 11 am. i.

5 * Dotty Perez 11 am. 5. 730. 10 *
Aya 130 * Les Miserables 11 a.m, 2.

530, 8:45 RAV-OR 1-5 * 5102674 Opera
House Star Manwil Postino *Glrl
5+DevJT In a Blue Dress* Richard m
230. 5. 7:30. 9:45 G.G. TAYELET 1-3 w
5177952 2 Yona Hanavi St. American
Quilt 730, 10 * Sense and Sensfbffity

7:15. 10 * Strange Days 10 * The
San'ani Family 730 G.G. TEL AWV »
5281181 65 Pinsker Sl Primal Fear 5.

730, 10 * The Birdcage 5, 730. 10 *
Twelve Monkeys 730. 10 * Funny
Israelis 5 TELAVIV MUSEUM « 6961297
27 StauJ Hamelekh Boulevard Nelly et M.
Amaud 5, 8, 10
HAIFA _
CINEMA > CAFE AMA Ml « 8325755
Shanghai Triad 9:15 * II Postino 7:15 *
Star Man 7:15, 0:15 AT2MON t-5 »
8673003 Primal Fear+Whlte Squall 4:15,

6*5. 9:15 The Birdcage 4:15, 7. 9:15 *
4:15, &45, 930 * Sense

andJjensibfRty 4:15. 6:45, 9:15 CINEMA
CAFE MORIAH n 8242477 Birds til

Neutral 530, 730, 930 ORLYtr 8381868
Richard Dl 7. 9:15 PANORAMA 1-3 «
6362020 Babe (English dialogue) 7. 930
* BabefTfetoewdw/bgue^ll a.m.,1,430
* American Quilt* Fargo 430, 7, 930 *
Jurassic ParfcA-Richle Rich 11 am, 1

RAV-GAT 1-2 * 8674311 PS] The
Hmchback at Notre Dame (English dia-

logue} 7:15, 930 * The Hunchback of

Notre Dane (Hebrew tSalogue) it a.m, 5
* The Rock 11 am, 430. 7. 930 RAV-
MOR 1-7 a 8416898 [OS] The
Hunchback of Notre Dane (English dia-

logue) 7:15, 9:30 * The Juror 7, 9:15 *
Toy Story (Hebrew (Salogue) 11 am, 1.

5

* NowandThen u am.. i:i5,5, 7, 9:15

* The Rock 11 am, 4:30, 7. 9:30 *
Jumsipn am, i:i5, 4:45, 7, 9:15 GW
6 930 * ft Takas Two 11 am, 1, 5, 7

The Hunchback ot Notre dame (Hebrew
dfetoguejll am. i,S* Bed of Roses It

am, 5, 7, 9:15 RAV-OR 13 « 8246553
(OS] Jumanjl 11 am, 4:45, 7. 0:15 * The
Juror*Now and Then 7, 9:15 * it Takas
TWo*Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) II

am. 5
AFULA
RAV CH0y w 6424047 White Squad 7,
930 + Jumanjl ii am. 5, 7. 930 * The
Rock 7, 9:30 * It Takes TWoOToy Story
(Hebrew dialogue) 1 1 am, 5

'

ARAD
STAR » 950904 Primal Fear 730. 10 *
Kansas City 7:45, 10 * The Birdcage
7:45. 10

that its members take a serum that
turnsthem into werewolves. (93 mins

)

2:45 Lover’s Concerto (1995) - a bat-
lerina reveals the erotic relationship

between her and the quartet of musi-
cians who accompany her perfor-

mances (60 mins.) 4:05 Espedaffy on
Sunday (1 991) (ipt)

l

CHILDREN (5)

6:30 Cartoons 8:00 Surprise Garden
8:35 Professor Iris 9:00 Robinson
Sucroe 9:40 Alice in Wonderland
10:15 The M3ky Way 10:50 VR
Troopers 11:2QAnimaniacs 1130 Step
By Step 12:10 Rocko's Modem Life

12:50 Harry and the Hendersons
13:30 Hugo -14:00 Chiquititias 15:00
Meatballs IV - movie 16:45
Animaniacs 17:20 Sweet UaBey High
17:55 Rocko's Modem Life 18:35 Little

Monsters 18:55 Step By Step 19:30
Three's Company 20:00 Married with
Chidren 20:25 Roseanne 20-^0 The
Ren and Stimpy Show 21:05 Big
Brother Jake 21:15 Drop the Dead
Donkey

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Wolf at the Door (1987) -
Donald Sutherland plays Gauguin as
he struggles to make ends meet in

Paris. With Max von Sydow and
Valerie Morea. Directed by Henning
Carisen (86 mins.) 23:30 Five Last

Days (1982. German) - depiction ol

the friendship that evolved over five

days between a prisoner of the
Gestapo and a student active in the

anti-Nazi "White Rose" underground
movement. (107 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 Koalas:

The Bare Facts (rpt) 13:00 Future

Quest (rpt) 1 3:30 Ancient Warriors (rpt)

14:00 Open University 16:00 Koalas
(rpt) 17:00 Future Quest (rpt) 17:30
Ancient Warriors (rpt) 18:00 Open
University 20:00 Portrait of Nature
20:30 Wild South 21:00 Telescope
21:30 Des Plantes el Des Hommes
22:00 Romeo et JuBette - Gounods
opera performed by the Royal Opera,
Covert Garden 1:00 Open University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Sefina Scott Show 7:00 NBC
News with Tom Brokaw 7:30 fTN
World News 8:00 Today 10:00
Supershop 11:00 European Money
Wheel 16:00 Wdll Street - Eve 17:00

US Money Wheel 18:30 FT Business
Tonight 19:00 ITN News 19:30
Adventures 20:30 Sefina Scott Show
21:30 Dateline 22:30 fTN News 23:00
Basebal OOtfO Tonight Show with Jay
Leno 1:00 Late Night with Conan
O'Brien 2rtW Later with Greg Kirtnear

STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 6:30 Nanny and the
Professor 7:00 Mr. Belvedere 7:30
Burt Wolfs Menus 6:00 B TV 8:30

Gabriefle 9:30 Santa Barbara 10:30
The Bold and the Beautiful 11:00
Oprah Winfrey 12:00 Remington
Steele 13:00 Burt Wolfs Menus 13:30

E! TV 14:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles 14:30 The Adventures of Black

CINEMA
ARIEL
AR1S. Primal Fear 830
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL « 8647202 White SquaJWThe
Rock 11 am, 4;30. 7:15. 10 The
EUrdcage 5, 7:30, 10 * The San'ani
Family 11 am Primal Fear 430. 7:15,

10 * Thumbetina ii am * Strange
Days 10 * R takes two it am, 5, 7:30

aG. OR1 1-3* 711223 Jumanfl 11 am., 5,

730. 10 * Babe (Engteh dialogue) 5,

7:30, 10 * Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11

am. * The Juror 430, 7:15.1 0 * Funny
Israelis 11 am
ASHKELON
C.G. GIL 729977 White Squall 11 am, 5,

730. 10 * Babe (English {Salogue) 11

am. 5, 730. to * Primal Fear 4:30,

7:15.10 * A Bit of Luck 11 am *
Strange Days 430, 7:15, 10 * The
Birdcage 5, 7:30, 10 * Richie
RlcMOttie Glams ii am RAV CHRI

«

711223 Now and Than*Juman]l 11 am.
5, 7:30. 9:45 * Dracula. Dead and
Loving IMfToy Story (Hebrew
dSatoguepUt Takes TWO n am. 5 * The
Last DanceEThe Juror 730. 9:45 * The
Rock 7:15. 9:45
BAT YAM
RAV CHHI * 5531077 The Birdcage
9:45 It Ttiftes TWo 11 am, 5, 730 *
The Rock 11 a.mE. 7:15, 9:45 * White
Squall 730, 9:45 * JumnaJi ii am, 5.

730. 9:45 * Primal Fear 7:15, 9:45 *
Sense and Sensibility 9:45 * Babe

9) 7:30. 9:45 * Babe
_ &) 11 am, 5* Toy Story

1 dialogue) 11 am, 5 * Dracula.
I and Loving it ii am, 5 * Sense

and Sensibility H ajn, 5, 730
BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Babe (EngBsh dialogue) 5, 7:30,

10 + Babe (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am *
American Quilt 7:30, ID A Bit OI Luck
11 am * Primal Fear 430. 7:15. 10
Executive Decision 11 am * White
iuan 11 am, 4:30. 7:15. 10 RAV-
5EV « 235278 The Rock 11 am, 5,

7:15, 9:45 Last Dance 7:30. 9:45 *
New and Then 730. 9:45 + Jumanji il

am, 5. 730, 9:45
DMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Never Talk to

Strangers 8
HLAT
KOLNOA EILAT Jumanji 530. 8.10 *
The Rook 5, 730. 10 * White Squall 8.

10
HERZLIYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN) *
6902666 Devil In a Blue DressONowsnd
Then 6. a 10 STAR® 589068 The Rock
730, 8, 1030 * Toy Story (Hebrew dia-

logue) n am, 1,4* Babe (EngBsh dia-

logue) 630. 1030 * Babe (Hebrew dia-

logue} 11 am, 1, 4:30, 6:30 * Jumanp 11

am. 1, 4:15, 6:15, 8:15. 10:15 DANIEL
HOTB. Fargo 8. 10
KARMIEL
CWEMA 1-3 * 887277 Juman| 11 am,
5. 7. 930 * The Rock 7. 930 * The
Birdcage 7, 930 * it Takes TWcrtToy

KFA& SAVA**
dtal°9Ue} 11 ajTL’ 5

G.G. GIL =7677370 The Rock 11 am,
1:45. 430. 7:15,10 * Babe (EngBsh dia-

logue)*The Birdcage 730. JO * Babe
(Hebrew diatoguefin Takes TWo+Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue] ii am, 130,

5

* Jumanji ii am, 130, 5. 730, 10 *
Fargo ti am, 5, 7:30,10 * Casablanca
130 * White SquaR 11:30 am, V30.
4:30. 7:15. 10 * Primal Ftear 7:15. 10
KIRYAT BIAUK
G.G. KIRYON 1-9 » 779166 White
SwalMFrhe Birdcage ii am, 4:45. 7.

930 * Toy Story. (English

rfa/qoueJ&Sense and SensibllltyftBabe

(English dialogue) 7, 930 +
Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue)*^
Ventura'ftBabe (Hebrew
cSatogue)vThumbellnai1 am,
4:45 + F»flO 4:45. 7, 930 A Bit of

Luck 4:45 * Primal Fear 4:45, 7. 930
KJRYAT SHEMONA
G.G. GIL * 6905080 White Squall 4:30, 7.

930 * Funny Israelis 11 am * The
Rockfejumanj! 11 am, 4:30, 7, 930
LOD
STAR Fargo 7:45. 10 The Birdcage
7:45. 10 * Primal Fear 730, 10
NAHARIYA
HECHAL HATABBUT Sense and
Sensibility 8:30
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Stroige Days-tAmarican Quilt

430, 7, 930 * Rlchte RfcWHJttle Giantt
11 am. it The Rock*Babe (Hebrew rta-

bg«3j*Jumanjl*Whlie squall ii am.
430.7.930 * Grumpier OW
Men 430, 7, 930 * A Bit of Luck 11 am.
NESSJOONA
G.G. GH. 1-4 * 404729 Babe (English dsa-

Beauty 15:00 Lost in Space 16:00
Home and Away 16:30 Charles in

Charge 17:00 M’A'S’H 17:30 21
Jwnp Street 18:30 The X Files 19:30
The Bold and the Beautiful 20:00
Santa Barbara 21:00 The Twilight
Zone 21 :30 Beverty Hills 902i0 22:30
The Fall Guy 23:30 E!TV 00:00 Oprah
Winfrey 1:00 Hooperman 1:30 Home
andAway 2:00 The Suflivans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in motion 7:30 Basic
Training 16:00 Bodies in Motion 16:00
Game to Order European Cup soccer
(rpt) 17:30 The Indy Tour 18:30
Basketball: US Olympic Dream Team
vs Brazil 20:00 Windsurfing: World
Championships 21:00 WWF 22:00
Boxing 23:00 Game to Order. South
American soccer 00:00 The Extreme
Olympics

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Cricket NatWesf Cup 6:30 WWF
11:30 Motorcycle Racing: German
Grand Prix - round-up 13:00 Athletics:

London Marathon 14:00 PGA GoH
14:30 International Motor Sports
15:30 WWF Wrestlemania 16:30
Classic Soccer. Hungary vs Brazil.

1966 18:30 Car Racing 19:30 Futtjof
Mondial 20:00 PGA GoH 21:30
Windsurfing 22:00 WWF
Wrestlemania 23:00 International
Motor Sports 00:00 Boxing 2:00 Thai
Boxmg

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:05 The Tourist (rpt)

10:05 Under the Blue Flag (rpt) 11:30
Auction - documentary on Sotheby’s
(rpt) 12:30 Top Gear 15:05 Horizon
(rpt) 16:15 World Business Report
16:30 Asia-Pacific Newshour 17:30
Food and Drink (rpt) 18:05 The Tourist

(rpt) 19:30 The Contenders (rpt)

22:05 Correspondent (rpt) 23:30
Tomorrow's World 00:00 World News
and Business Report

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Bach; Suite
(Overture) no 3 in D for arch; Schubert:
Symphony no 8 “Unfinisheu

Godowsky: 44 variations, Cadenza
and Fugue on theme from Schubert's

Unfinished Symphony); Auric, Milhaud.

Poulenc. Tailleferre, Honegger:
Themes of the Eiffel Tower Gouvey:
Sonata in D minor lor piano 4 hands
12:00 Noon with Gideon Hod 14:06
Encore 15:00 Voice of Music maga-
zine 16:00 Buxtehude: Cantata no 75;

Beethoven: String quartet in F op 95;

Bartok: Sonata no 1 for violin and piano

18:00 The Nightingale and the Viper -

Heinrich Heine and Music 20:05 From
the Recording Studio - Zvi Carmeti

(viola), Revital Hachamov-Pevsner
(piano). Vieuxtemps: Legend op 30; J.

Rochberg: Sonata for viola and piano

(1979); Brahms: Sonata no 1 in F
minor for viola and piano op 120/1

21:00 Clouds. Celebrations and Sirens

23:00 The Art of the Song

- logve) 7:30, 10 4- Babe (Hebrew cBalOQue)

11 ajrv, 5 * Fargo 5. 730, 10 The
San'ani family 11 a.m. * White Squall ii

a.m,» .430, 7:15,10 + Primal Fear 4:30.

7:IS. 10
"it Richie Rich 11 elto.

NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 w 628452 Babe (EngBsh dia-

logue) 5. 7:30. 10 * Babe (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 a.m. * Primal Fear 4:30.

7:15, TO * A Bit ol Luck 11 am. The
Birdcage 730. IQ * Executive Decision
11 am. * White Squall n am. 5, 730.
10 Kansas City 5. 730. 10 * Little

Giants 11 am RAV CHEN The Rock 11

am.. 5. 7:15. 9:45 * Jumanji 1 1 am, 1 , 5,

7:30. 9:45 The Hunchback of Notre

Dame (EngBsh dialogue) 730, 9.45 * The
Juror 9.4a * Now and Then 7:30 The
Hunchback ol Notre Dame (Hebrew dta-

togueWl Takes TWO 11 am, 1.

5

OR AKIVA
RAV CHEN The Birdcage*The
JurorifcThe Rock 7, 9:30* it Takes
7Wo*Toy Story /Hebrew
dialoguej+Dracute, Dead and Loving it

11 am, 5
OT YEHUDA
G.G. GIL American Quiit^Tbe Birdcage
5. 7:30, 10 * Little GlamsrttRichie Rich

ii am. * Babe (Hebrew dialogue

}

it

am. 5. 7:30, 10 * Grumpier OkfMen 5.

7:30, ID * The San'ani Family 11 a.m.

PETAH T1KVA
G.G. HECHAL White Squall+Babe
(English dialogue) 7:30. 10 * Babe
(Hebrew rtatoguel3Juman.fi n am., 5 *
Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 11 am. *
The Rock 430, 7:15, 10 6.G. RAM 1-3 »
934081 8 Jumanp 7:30, 10 * Primal Fear

430, 7:15. 10 * Toy Story fEngtish dia-

logue) 7:30 * Toy Story (Hebrew rta-

togueJ 5 * Sense and sensibility 10
RA'ANANA
ON-MOTET Antonia’s Line 630 PARK
Babe (English dialogue) 7:30. 10:15 *
Babe (Hebrew Oafogue) n30am,3. 5*
The Rock 5. 730. 10:15 * Toy Story
li:30 am, 3 * Now and Then 1130 am.
3, 5,7:30, 10:15 + Jumanji 1130 a.m. 3.

5,7:30, 10:15 * White Squall 7:30. 10:15

* It Takes Two 11:30 am. 3.5
RAMATGAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 » 6197121 The
Hunchback of Noire Dame (Engbsh dia-

togue)*Now and Then 7:30. 9.45 Babe
(English (Balogue) 7:30, 945 * Jumanji
11 am.. 1. 3. 5:15. 7:30. 9:45 * The
Hunchback ol Notre dame (Hebrew d&-
kwue>*It Takes TWoCBabe (Hebrew dia-

logue) 11 am, 1 . 3. 5 RAVOASIS 1-3 =
6730667 The RocfrMVhtte SquaH-fThe
Juror 5, 7:30. 945
RAMAT HASHARON
(COKHAV «r 5401979 II Postino 730. 9:30
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 * 362864 Babe (English dia-

logue) 730. 9:45 * Babe (Hebrew dia-

logue) 1 1 am, 5 * Shanghai Triad 7:30,
9:45 * The Secret ot Roan tnish li a.m,
5 * Sense and Sensibility 7. 9:45 * Vuk
11 am, 5:15 * White Squall 11 am. 5.

7:30, 945 RAV MOT w 9493S95 Tile

Juror 730, 9:45 * Now and Then 11

am, 1,5, 730,9:45 *The Hunchback ot

Notre Dame (Hebrew cfetoguej-fcDracuta,

Dead and Loving It 11 am.
1,5+ Richard 1117:30. 9:45 * Jumanji 1

1

a.m, 1, 5. 7:30, 9:45 + Ace Ventura 11

am, i, 5 * The Hunchback of Notre
Dame (English dialogue) 7:30. 9:45 + Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue) Ji am. r, 5 *
Mighty AphrodHe 7:30. 3:45
RISHON LEZION
HAZAHAV The Birdcs^e 11 am.. 5. 7:30.

10 * Funny Israelis 1:30 + American
Quilt 7:30. 10 * Toy Story (Hebrew dia-

logue) n am, i, 5 * Babe fcngitsrt da-

9:45 it The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(English dakxjue) 7:30. 2:45 Jumanji 1

am, 5. 730*9:45 * The Hunchback oi

Notre Dame (Hebrew dialogue} n am,
5* Dracula, Dead and Loving It 11 am,
5 * It Takes Two n am, 5 RON A Bit ot

Luck“4t Postino4tGrtimpter Old Men
7:30, 10 STAR 1-4 * 9619985-
7 27 Ushinsky Si. Juman|i 1130 a.m. 5,

7:45, 10 * Barb Wire 11:30 am.. 7:45 *
Sense and Sensibility 5. 10 * Kansas
City 7:30. ID * Ace Venture+An Indian

in the Cupboard ii:30 a.m, 5 * Fargo
7:45, 10
YEHtlD
RAV-CHEN Savyonim The Rock 7:15.

9:45 * Jumanji ti am, 5,7:30, 9:45

The Juror 9:45 * » Takes Two 730 Y
Now and Then ii am, 5, 730. 9:45 *
The Rock* Babe ii am, 5
Phone reservations: Tel Aviv 5252244,
Haifa 728878. All times are pm. unless
otherwise indicated.
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Rehov Bar-Ilan to be
partially closed on Shabbat
TRANSPORT Minister Yitzhak Levy told the

Knesset plenum yesterday that Jerusalem's

Rehov Bar-Ilan will be dosed on Shabbat and
holidays during prayer limes beginning this

Friday night.

The partial closure will remain in effect for

four months, and then be reevaluated.

This was the compromise advised by
President Ezer Weizman, who had tried to

mediate between the haredi residents of the

street, who want the road closed, and secular

representatives, who insist it remain open. It

was also the solution put forward by the Sturm
Committee, which was appointed nearly two
years ago by Jerusalem Mayor Ehud OlmerL
Levyvs announcement came in response to

several motions to the agenda. Levy said the

problem is that although many synagogues
and yeshivot are found along Bar-Ilan Street, it

is also a major thoroughfare.

“We have to Find a way to meet the needs of
both fsides]." he said. He said the closure was
a way of preventing accidents, not a submis-
sion to religious pressure.

He said he had not found local secular resi-

dents in the area who demanded the closure,

only activists from other pans of the city.

He cited precedents for Saturday road clo-

sures of main thoroughfares, including the clo-

sure of pan of Tel Aviv's Rehov Dizengoff, to

LIAT COLLINS

turn it into a pedestrian mall for entertainment
purposes, and the closure of pan of Netanya's
Rehov Heral.

Levy said these roads are closed so the sec-

ular public can go to coffee houses and are

closed throughout the day, whereas Bar-Ilan

would be closed only during prayer times:

Fridays between 6:30 pm and 9 pm; Saturdays,

7:30 am to 1 1:30 am and 3:30 pm to 8:30 pm.
Ophir Pines (Labor; warned against turning

Jerusalem into Bnei Brak and said the city's

youth are leaving because of religious coer-

cion. He said the decision to close the road "is

like throwing a burning match into a barrel of
explosives."

Silvan Shalom (Likud) called Tor peaceful

co-existence fust of all at home." He support-

ed the president’s suggestion.

Meretz faction leader Ran Cohen said the

argument is not over the facts but whether
society wants true equality and mutual respect,

adding the haredim are not prepared to accept

the needs of the secular public. He said closing

Rehov Bar-Ban constituted giving into pres-

sure and start a spate of road closures in

Jerusalem.

Shlomo Benizri (Shas) complained that

Meretz MKs and activists were trying to create

the impression that the religious are conduct-

ing a mini-intifada over the road. He said the

previous government had been prepared to

build bypass roads out of security considera-

tions in the name of the peace ,and there are

several ways for drivers to bypass Bar-Ilan.

He said only 700 vehicles use the road dur-
ing prayer times. "They can use a different

road. Also in the name of peace."
Hanan Porat (National Religious Party) con-

demned "the baseless hatred" that the issue

had generated. Shmuel Halpert (UTJj said

Meretz activists were carrying out provoca-
tions at the road which is inhabited almost
entirely by religious people.

Hemdat, the Council for Freedom of
Science, Religion and Culture in Israel, issued

a statement saying Levy’s decision (o close the

road during prayer times was an attempt "to

throw sand in our eyes. The haredim. through
their violence, have achieve their aim - to get

the road totally closed on Shabbat
"This step will harm the basic rights of secu-

lar residents and will create a precedent for

closing essential main roads in the future," the

statement continued. "It will have national ram-
ifications, perhaps leading to similar demands
in other mixed cities, which would be a decla-

ration of war between the haredim and secular

residents, a war that nobody wants."

Meretz to Jerusalemites: Fight street shutdown
MICHA L YUDELMANMERETZ leader Yossi Sand yes-

terday called on all Jerusalem res-

idents to take to the streets and
join the battle against the decision

to close Rehov Bar-llan during

prayer time on Shabbat and holi-

days.

Sarid blasted the government.

wL.ii he said is a captive in the

hands of the haredim, for giving

them a prize for rioting and vio-

lence.

He said The new government
promised the secular public it has
nothing to fear in the way of reli-

gious coercion. This arrangement
is not only a surrender to the

haredim. but worse, it's a surren-

der to haredi violence. Their
appetite will increase now that

they have proved that violence

works. They wiil riot, they will

curse, they will throw diapers
with excrement at policemen, as

they did on Saturday. They will

throw stones, break window

panes and endanger lives.”

Sarid said Meretz will fight

against the closure of streets in

Jerusalem, petition the High Court
of Justice, and demonstrate. "But
this campaign is not for Meretz,

but for the residents of Jerusalem.

If they don't mobilize by the thou-

sands to take pan in the battle, we
cannot promise success," he said.

Ethiopian
minister

treated here
after murder

attempt
JUDY SIEGEL

ETHIOPIA'S transportation and
communications minister, Hussein
Abdul-Magid. was recovering yes-

terday at Jerusalem's Shaare Zedek
Hospital from surgery, following

an assassination attempt in Addis
Ababa on Monday.
Abdul-Magid, 52, was hit by six

bullets in his face and arms. His

bodyguard was lolled. He told the

head of Shaare Zedek's orthopedic

surgery department. Dr. Menachem
Itzhaki, that the would-be assassins

were apparently Somalis but were
not caught. When local doctors

realized they did not have all the

necessary equipment to treat the

minister properly, they contacted

the Israel Embassy in Addis Ababa,
where Itzhaki's son is the deputy

secretary of the embassy. He called

his father, who agreed to admit the

minister. Abdui-Magid was flown

by private plane to Israel, and went
into surgery before midnight
Tuesday.

Abdul-Magid, an economist was
visited at Shaare Zedek yesterday

by Health Minister Tzahi Hanegbi
and Transportation Minister Yitzhak

Levy.

A surgical team headed by Itzhaki

and Dr. Ya'acov Golan, head of the

plastic surgery department set his

fractures and repaired the wounds.

Itzhaki said the minister would be

Dr. Yonatan Halevy and LaborMK Adisu Massala visit Ethiopian Transportation and Owimimkations
Minister Hussein Abdul-Magid yesterday at his Shaare Zedek Hospital bedside after suigery^Bitm Hereto)

able to return home in a few days.

Asked whether the surgery could

not be performed in Addis Ababa,
Itzhaki - who has visited die

Ethiopian capital - said there isn’t a

single computerized tomography
fCT) scan in the entire city. “What
we saw in the CT could not have

been seen in a simple X-ray. In

addition, we used an image intensi-

fier in the operating room, but such

is not available in Ethiopian hospi-visited the we saw in the CT could not have is not available in Ethiopian hospi- of his condii

Man gets 10 years for dealing in Ecstasy

tal surgical theaters."

The minister; said Itzhaki, "is a

very pleasant man, and very aware

of his condition, which is stable.”

A 23-year old man was sentenced to 10 years’

imprisonment by Tel Aviv District Court yester-

day for selling Ecstasy pills and attempting to

import cocaine.

Judge Saviyona Rotlevy refused to accept a

plea bargain whereby Bazov Mashiach would be

imprisoned for 41/2 years and fined NIS 20.000.

“There is a wide gap between the suggested

sentence and the one he deserves," said Rotlevy.

The proposed sentence is neither a deterrent nor
will it protect the public from the drug epidemic,

she added.

Mashiach was accused of buying and setting

400 Ecstasy pills from two others who smuggled
large amounts from Belgium to IsraeL Rotlevy

sumrmd up that Mashiach played an active pan
in an international drug smuggling ring by dis-

tributing Ecstasy pills here. Raine Marcus
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Mordechai
pleads on behalf

of defense
STEVE RODAN

DEFENSE Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai last night appealed to

the government to guarantee the

health of the financially ailing

defense establishment, after the

cabinet decision to cut NIS 825
million from the defense budget.

Speaking at the awarding of the
Israel Defense Prize at the

President's Residence in

Jerusalem, Mordechai referred to

the budget battle being waged
between the government and the

military, as well as the crisis, with-

in the defense industries.

"The defense establishment is

undergoing difficult days and is

being pressed to cope with an
increasingly harsh budget reali-

ty.” Mordechai said.

He said the government and the

military establishment must reha-

bilitate the troubled state-owned

defense industries and ensure that

research and development pro-

jects continue.

"Along with marketing efforts,

tire defense industries must also

implement new technologies that

are developed for defense needs
and divert them for civilian

needs,” Mordechai said.

He urged the country to main-

tain its qualitative military edge,

even as it cuts the defense budget.

He cited several projects, such as

tire Ofek and Amos satellites and
the Arrow anti-missile project as

contributing to deterrence.

The defense prize was awarded

to two projects out of 12 candi-

dates. One award went to a team

composed of representatives of
TAAS- Israel Industries, Rafael,

Elop, and the Defense Ministry

for a project that was not detailed.

Another went to a team from
the Intelligence Corps for another

classified project that, in the

words of the awards committee,
stressed "original thinking, cre-

ative imagination, and initiative.”

In his address. President Ezer

Weizman called for tire establish-

ment of two other state prizes -

one for excellence in developing

human skills in the defense estab-

lishment and the other to honor the

Israeli who did the most to pro-

mote peace with the Arab states.

He said the latter award should be

named after Yitzhak Rabin.

Histadrut threatens
nationwide strike next week
THE Histadrut and large unions

yesterday announced there would
be a nationwide one-day strike next

Wednesday, unless tire government
modifies its economic plan and
distributes the cuts equally among
all sectors of the population.

The strike is to involve all the

country's organized workers.

Histadrut Chairman MK Amir
Feretz said that if the government
does not act by Tuesday to spread

the economic measures among all

the population sectors, tire Histadrut

will launch a campaign beginning

with the strike. Michal Yudebmm
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Winning cards

In yesterday's Mifal Hapayis daily

Chance card draw, the lucky cards

were the seven of spades, seven of

hearts, jack of diamonds, and nine

of clubs.

IDF officer involved in phone-record
scandal accuses others of involvement

LT.-COL. Avner Liron, who is

facing disciplinary charges for

making improper use of a journal-

ist's phone records, yesterday

dropped a petition to the High
Court of Justice charging that

other senior army officials were

participants in the crime, but

plans to file a complaint with the

police on the matter.

However, the court agreed with

Liron's other charges, relating to

the way his trial is being handled,

and pressured tire state into com-
plying with his demands on this

front.

The petition stemmed from a
scandal which arose after the

army got a court order enabling it

to wiretap Israel Radio journalist

Yoni Ben-Menahern’s cellular

phone, in an effort to discover

which array officers were leaking

information to him. The court

order covered only calls made to

or from army numbers. However,

Pelephone mistakenly gave Liron.

who was in charge of the investi-

gation, records of all calls made to

EVELYN GORDON

or from Ben-Menabem's phone
during the relevant period.

Liron is facing a disciplinary

hearing for making use of these

records, which should simply
have been destroyed. However,
he charged that three other senior

officers also made use of the

records, and that he was being

discriminated against. These offi-

cers, he charged, escaped trouble

by lying to cover up their involve-

ment
According to Liron, Military

Police chiefNizam Goldbium lied

to both the chief of general staff

and the prime minister; Yoel
Moses, head of Military Police
investigations, lied to the chief of
general staff, the prime minister,

and attorney-general; and deputy
chief military prosecutor Avi
Levy lied in court about the affair.

The army, however, said it has
seen no evidence to support these

charges.

Justices Shlomo Levine, Tova

Strasberg-Cohen, and Dorit

Beinish said the High Court is not

the appropriate forum for these

claims, and suggested that Liron

file a complaint with the police

instead, to which he agreed.

However, the justices agreed that

his disciplinary hearing could be
prejudiced by tire fact that Judge
Advocate-General Uri Shahor
filed a legal opinion with tire tri-

bunal saying Liron should be con-

victed.

They suggested, and the state

agreed, that Shahor should send a

letter to the officer conducting the

hearing reminding him that

Shahor’s opinion does not oblig-

ate him.

They also agreed that Liron
would have tire right to file an
opposing legal opinion, prepared

by a private attorney. Liron’s

attorney, Shlomo Zipori, said this

is a precedent-sitting decision,

since until now, army disciplinary

tribunals have not accepted legal

opinions from anyone except the

judge advocate-general

DNA test matches blood to murder Victim
POLICE yesterday received the

results of DNA examinations car-

ried out on bloodstains found in

the car of Shulamit Bleichman.

The stains apparently matched the

missing woman's blood, and
senior police sources believe there

is little hope of finding Bleichman
alive.

The tests were carried out by
Jerusalem's Hadassah Hospital

after Bleichman 's car, abandoned
in Rehovot. was found on May 22,

a week after her mother, Ida. was
found murdered in her Rehovot

apartment. Ida Bleichman had
been shot and her body, discov-

ered a few days after the murder,

had been rolled up in a carpet

RAINE MARCUS
9

The findings of the examina-
tions reveal a "very high chance
that tire blood was that of
Bleichman.'' Tests were also car-

ried out based on bone marrow
tests conducted when Shulamit
Bleichman ’s son was bom.
Shulamit Bleichman, an

employee at Rehovot’s Weizmann
Institute, her boyfriend Dr.

Amiram Hochberg. and the cou-
ple’s son Itai, 10, disappeared after

the murder. A massive search

revealed Shulamit Bleichman ’s

car abandoned in Rehovot
Bleichman and Hochberg had

been at odds over their son, who

was the subject of numerous law
suits.

On June 1, a van hired by
Hochberg was discovered in the

patting lot of the Taba Hilton

Hotel. According to evidence in

the hands of police, Hochberg and
Itai crossed into Egypt using false

passports. Hochberg had emptied
his bank accounts before the

three’s disappearance.

Interpol and foreign police agen-
cies have been informed, but there

have been no signs of them since.

Police will send officers abroad
to assist in tracing Hochbeig and
his son, in what has been
described as a "very complicated
operation.”

A Complete Interactive Culinary Experience Combining Edutainment, Culture and History.

The ’Art de la Table’ series from Arorne Interactive is an exciting and user friendly addition to the vast rna/tet of cooking support products. Set to the times of popular classical masterpieces, these midtimedia
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Court considering
furlough for Klingberg

RAINE MARCUS

TEL Aviv District Court Judge Oded Mudrich has asked the opinions of
the Prisons Service and security bodies before deciding whether to allow
convicted spy Marcus Klingberg out on his first furlough from prison.

Mudrich said he will give his decision as soon as he is presented with
security reports. ^
Klingberg ’s lawyer, Avigdor Feldman, said his client agreed to heavy

police security during his furlough, his first since he entered prison 14
years ago, including disconnecting telephones and installing micro-
phones wherever he stays.

Klingbeig, 78. was sentenced to 20 years in 1983 for giving the Soviet
Union information related to biological warfare while he was the deputy
head of the Biological Institute in Ness Ziona.
Ad appeal to the Supreme Court at the end of last year, askin* for his

release on grounds of ill health, was turned down. The Parole Boaid also
rejected his request for release after he had served two-thirds of his sen-
tence.

out Mingoeig, wno suners irom a variety of illnesses, said vesteida'he would not reveal any secrets should he be allowed out on furlough.

JEWS LAUGHED IN YIDDISH...
prayed in Hebrew and conversed In the local iangnage.

-Yiddish isn’t iua a language, but an artifact of a lost world. Most
of us know little about the cultural golden age that is chronicledm The Prune ofYkkEstr - E. Brecfacr, MfamiSS
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